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Into the light

T

he season of revelry is upon
us. The familiar buzz in the air
beckons us outdoors. Golden
fields, deep woods, azure
seas or shimmering sands.
Summon the adventure in your spirits
and tap into that impulse to go where
your heart desires.
At Vistara, we are tuned in to your
needs like never before.
We are happy to announce the launch of
our 18th destination, Port Blair. We are
sure you would love to explore the abode
of bewitchingly beautiful beaches, and
we are thrilled to have the opportunity
of making your journey as perfect as the
vacation is bound to be. We have also
ramped up our services to and from the
cities of Kolkata and Bagdogra to cater
to a growing demand.

Our freshly spruced-up
loyalty program, Club Vistara,
is guaranteed to be the fastest and
the most rewarding in the market.
Our tier-based rewards structure
allows you to move up or maintain
your privilege status with every
Vistara flight
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Now reap the biggest benefits with each
journey you take on Vistara. Our freshly
spruced-up loyalty program, Club
Vistara, is guaranteed to be the fastest
and the most rewarding in the market.
Our tier-based rewards structure
allows you to move up or maintain your
privilege status with every Vistara
flight. Each level comes with a host of
unique and world-class privileges and
benefits like priority boarding, priority
baggage handling, lounge access and
more. We recently announced the launch

of a suite of attractive ancillary products
and services designed to enhance your
travel experience. The offerings include
e-coupon books, class upgrades, lounge
passes, and excess baggage allowance.
Read more about this on page 134.
We exist because you do. At each
step in our journey, we look at you for
reassurance. Are we doing it right? Is
there a way you feel we can do it better?
Our newly designed Net Promoter Score
(NPS) system is aimed to enable us to
delve into this knowledge. We are eager
to gather feedback about how you liked
your Vistara experience, so be sure to let
us know at the end of your journey.
The Vistara inflight magazine is an
earnest endeavour to occupy you
gainfully and captivatingly during your
journey. We are happy to share that the
Vistara magazine mobile application is
now available for download on Android
and iOS systems. We invite you to read it
in the printed form, online on the Vistara
website, or on your phones. Do tell us
how we can make it better by writing
to inflightmag@airvistara.com, or by
rating it in the NPS form. We receive
many-a-requests for the printed version
of the magazine, which is truly humbling
and encouraging.
Have a joyous festive season.
Happy journey and good reading!
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trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

INDIAN ART FESTIVAL
When: October 6-9
Where: Nehru Centre, Worli,
Mumbai

Since its initiation in 2011,
the Indian Art Festival (IAF)
has come a long way in
providing a united platform
for art and business acumen.
Helping hundreds of artists to
find a solid patronage while
simultaneously providing art
connoisseurs their perfect
investment, IAF is an exhibition
of carefully curated pieces
which are diverse in their
range from traditional to
contemporary art. The display
is accompanied by a panel
of lecturers from across
the globe on the history and
evolution of art.

diwali
When: October 30
Where: All over India

The festival of lights marks
the return of Lord Rama after
14 years in exile and after
having defeated Ravana.
Celebrated by Hindus across
the globe, Diwali is an official
holiday not just in India
but even in countries like
Fiji, Singapore, Malaysia,
Mauritius and Pakistan.
Interestingly, the English city
of Leicester celebrates one
of the biggest Diwali events
outside India. The festival is
celebrated by a whopping 800
million people from across
the globe.
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CRSSD FESTIVAL
When: October 1
Where: San Diego,
California, USA
Visit:
crssdfest.com

AMSTERDAM DANCE EVENT
When: October 19
Where: Amsterdam,
Netherlands
Visit:
amsterdam-dance-event.nl

halLoween
When: October 31
Where: USA, Australia,
Europe, parts of Africa
Visit:
www.halloween.com

trending
What’s new

Swiss Times
Swiss Military by Chrono, official
licensed product of the Swiss
Confederation, has been unveiled by
India’s premium watch distributor
Skybird Inc. The timepiece is an
exquisite combination of sports and
style, combining the wearer’s desire of
bringing elegance to the outdoor. Having
the best of both the worlds, it easily
slips into business hours all the while
maintaining a suave sense of adventure.
The Swiss Military watches are
specially handcrafted at the Chrono AG
headquarters in the town of Solothurn.
Every Swiss watch is assembled and
packaged manually to maintain the high
standards of quality.

Art effect
Vivanta by Taj Dwarka recently launched
its first phase of art initiative, Colorama
by Art Tree. The purpose of the event
was to showcase various artforms
across India and garner support for
artists and their works. The art show
will run for a period of six months
and attempt to provide a dynamic and
interactive platform for art enthusiasts
and contemporary artists like Sourabh
Mazumdar, Radhika Surana, Madhu
Sen, Dhyan Passika, A Shreedharan
besides others.
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bed time
Realising the need to decorate kids’
bedrooms so as to make them fun,
functional and durable with proper
space utilisation – luxurious furniture
brand Ottimo has launched the great
space saver rooms for kids by Tumidie
from Italy at their designed studio
Ottimo Disegni LLP at New Delhi. The
rooms are designed with satin finished,
lacquered and coated aluminum tubes.

Sound check
Zebronics, India’s leading supplier of IT peripherals, audio/
video and surveillance products, has unveiled a new addition
to its extensive speaker range, this time in the form of UFO
bluetooth speakers. With the promise of impeccable sound
quality and one-of-its-kind output, UFO is not to be missed
by the experience savvy. Designed specifically for homes,
conference rooms, executive offices and SoHo environments,
UFO redefines the traditional design of conference phones
setting new standards of keeping the line-of-communication
loud and clear. The UFO speaker comes with a cordless headset
and media control buttons along with primary base station that
also functions as the speaker. The cordless headset delivers
the clearest sound via the advanced audio and bluetooth
technology which enables UFO for conference function.

trending
What’s new

Experience Solitude
The quaint old ways of telling time are no longer in use, but in quiet nooks like
Rokeby Manor at Landour time does take a break and stand still...
If you want to spend a few days of quietude,
then the best place to head to is Landour.
A quaint little cantonment town near
Mussoorie in the foothills of the Himalayas,
Landour is also called the Hamlet in the
Hills. With the Shivalik hills on one side
and lofty Himalayan peaks on the other, the
dramatic landscape and serene atmosphere
make Landour the perfect getaway. To
pamper yourself, you may head for a fullbody massage or facial and other treatments
to the fully equipped The Little Salon &
Spa Shed.
Splendid Stays
Restored to original 19th century décor,
Rokeby Manor has retained cozy fireplaces,
traditional wooden beams and quiet
nooks where old world charm meets
modern comforts.
Away from the clamour of town, Rokeby is
a welcome patch of serenity. The lovingly
renovated rooms with stone walls, quaint
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arches and parquet floors open out to a
Tea Garden and The Highlands, an elevated
outdoor venue that boasts of a temperature
controlled jacuzzi and is ideal for barbecues.
Strewn across the hillside are a cluster
of 19th century colonial cottages called
Rokeby Residences, each offering standalone experiences. Bothwell Bank House is a
three-bedroom mountain home that provides
historical charm with original fireplaces and
wooden beams, equipped with a kitchen,
barbecue and an outdoor jacuzzi. Set on a
quiet sunny elevated slope overlooking the
breathtaking views of the Himalayan range,
is a charming small two-bedroom apartment
house called Bothwell Bank Cottage, an
authentic stone clad mountain log cabin with
a knotty pine wood decor which has all the
comforts of a home. Another two storied
bungalow Pine Tree Lodge is inspired by
Scandinavian architecture, with colourful
patchwork stools, vintage lamps and
traditional Finnish artwork.

Scrumptious Savours
The promise of delicious Continental and
Indian cuisine in the hills lures tourists and
locals alike who drive or hike up for signature
dishes like mustard chicken at Roekby’s
restaurant, Emily’s. Its sister establishment
Clock Tower Café in Landour Bazaar, with
funky decor and music posters, is a great
place for pizzas, pastas, burgers and Chinese
fare. You may also try out The Stray Dog Café
& Bar which includes Stübli Café serving
Swiss and European cuisine and Ale House,
an Olde English Pub.
The Landour Bakehouse is the latest
attraction at Landour. Many of the bakery,
desserts, and pudding recipes here are
derived from the Landour Cookbook which
is over a century old! One can sip on a
traditional steaming pot of tea and ponder
about the history of this quaint little town,
while enjoying the views overlooking the
majestic peaks of the great Himalayan Range
through the whispering pines that stand tall.

trending
celluloid

Movies this month

MIRZYA

Mirzya is a romantic drama based
on one of the four popular tragic
romances of Punjab – Mirza-Sahiban.
The movie revolves around the lives
of the two as they fight for their love.
release date
October 7

director
Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra

cast

Harshvardhan Kapoor, Saiyami Kher,
Art Malik.

SHIVAAY
Shivaay is an upcoming Hindi action film
with actor-director Ajay Devgn and the
grand-niece of veteran actor Dilip Kumar
playing lead roles. The movie revolves
around a common-man mountaineer
who displays traits of a destroyer
when it comes to protecting his family.
It is an interesting modern take on a
mythological story.

Hollywood movies
to look out for
the girl On the
train

Release Date: October 7
Director: Tate Taylor

JACK REACHER:NEVER
GO BACK
Release Date: October 21
Director: Edward Zwick

release date
October 28

director
Ajay Devgn
Cast

Ajay Devgn, Sayesha Saigal, Vir Das
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INFERNO
Release Date: October 28
Director: Ron Howard

AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL
This star-studded movie is keeping
everyone charmed with its trailers. The
movie is not just a typical love triangle.
The film is a story about intense love
and heartbreaks.
release date
October 28

director
Karan Johar

cast
Ranbir Kapoor, Aishwarya Rai Bachchan,
Anushka Sharma, Fawad Khan

trending
reading corner

Good books
on the shelf

aB the autobiography
Author: AB de Villiers Publisher: Pan MacMillan India Price: `599

N

umbers are fine, but they
never tell you the whole
story, AB de Villiers
mentions in his recently
launched autobiography. Selling off
the racks faster than he rakes up
scores, AB The Autobiography which
is being marketed as “the story of
a modern sporting phenomenon” is
more about AB de Villiers the man,
than the cricketing icon.
While his legendary sporting ability
cannot be dismissed, it is the
manner in which de Villiers narrates
his story that compels the reader
to look at him as a person hidden
behind the cricketing sensation that
he is. The cricketer unveils himself
in a slow albeit prosaic manner to
reveal the struggle he has gone
through in the process of becoming
a legend. The challenging bit about
all autobiographies, especially
those of legends is to maintain an

air of quiet acceptance of their
achievements without sounding
boastful of their respective
success stories. de Villiers goes a
step further and dismisses all the
accolades heaped on him, stating
that his is a “story of what God has
planned and realised” through him.
He is sensitive and passionate. He
talks about the influence of God,
Nelson Mandela and his shadow –
reflective self-doubt.
The book could have been a platform
for de Villiers to amplify his already
larger-than-life image. But he
dismisses internet blasphemy, the
stories built around him and about
him. He talks about cricket with a
boyish enthusiasm. His philosophy
of life extends the readership of book
to even non-cricket fans making AB
de Villiers – the finest batsman of his
generation – slip into commonality
echoing the thought of millions.

“If my memory is correct, I have only ever played one game of badminton in my
entire life, and that was just a fun game with Mark Boucher” – AB de Villiers on the
myth that he is a badminton champion
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EAT FAT GET THIN
Author: Dr Mark Hyman
Publisher: Hachette India
Price: `599

THE SUN TEMPLE OF KONARK
Author: Anil Dey
Publisher: Niyogi Book
Price: `549

“When it comes to fat, we have a semantics problem,”
states Dr Mark Hyman in his myth-busting book on
how fat is good. Hyman presents fat like a victim in
a Greek tragedy. Fat is like Oedipus, harassed by
fate and incurring an undeserving bad name. The
author, who is the director of Cleaveland Clinic’s
Centre for Functional Medicine, insists the best way
to lose weight is to understand the nuanced science
of fat. Abandoning the revered pathway of low fat and
vegan diets, Hyman guides us through the tumultuous
journey of accepting the kind of fat which is good for
the body. There are numerous myths he debunks along
the way. How consumption of saturated fat does not
cause heart disease, how eating a low fat diet makes
one crave bad foods etc. But perhaps his biggest
myth-busting would be his argument that sugar and
not fat is responsible for abnormal cholesterol. Self
evaluation, simple replacements like olive oil instead
of vegetable oil, fatty fishes in place of ribs and
steaks, nuts and avocado – Hyman’s off-beat book is
the ultimate redemption of fat.

Most books on history have a familiar pattern-chronology.
However, this book by Anil Dey is slightly different. It
begins from the reign of Narasinghadeva but does not
end on a historical note. The Sun Temple constitutes the
very crux of the book and history and other artifices go
around it. Perhaps the difference in this perspective is
not because of a decline in interest in grand narrative
but due to rising interest in meta-history. An engineer
by profession, the book is a culmination of Dey’s 60
years of research. Padma Shri recipient G C Mitra
mentions in the foreword how Dey’s book is not limited
to engineering alone but branches out to architecture,
art and even literature all the while maintaining a
scientific approach. The in-depth analysis of the famous
Sun Temple includes detailed and extensive historical
information. It frames context, includes epigraphic
proofs treating them as meta-narratives which lends a
refreshing insight into Kalinga and the Sun Temple. The
multiple facets Dey introduces in his book are brought
to life with the vivid images and detailed architectural
drawings he includes in his work.
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India is expected to be a global leader in wellness tourism
over the next few years – likely to clock over 20 per cent
gains annually through 2017
Words: Rhucha Kulkarni
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I

magine India and your mind conjures up
images of the ancient sadhu in a yogic
posture, lost in a transcendental haze,
time-worn and forlorn! Or you may find
your tranquil thoughts piggybacking on
the aromatic wafts of blossoming jasmines
as they entice your innermost soul. It is
also possible that you end up basking in the
heady mix of delicate looking potions, their
therapeutic powers seeping through your
skin, rendering you exquisitely emancipated!
These refreshing thoughts make way for
the travel trend of today, dancing in tune
with the astuteness of those who create
these wellness travel experiences for you.
Wellness tourism is today an industry that
thrives on every person’s thirst to feel good,
more importantly, to live good.
A thirst that works towards eliminating
the chaos of speed and fickleness that
grips urban lives in a vice – this dose of
delectable travel is the magic potion to
health and wellness.

India and the wellness pact of
golden ages
Traditionally recognised as the land of the
yogis, intimidating stories of penance and
natural living have baffled visitors from
the world over. Westerners have looked up

A thirst that works
towards eliminating the
chaos of urban lives
in a vice – this dose of
delectable travel is the
magic potion to health
and wellness
October 2016 | www.airvistara.com | 27
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barefoot resorts
Havelock

The Oma Spa at Barefoot
Resort in Havelock Island of
Andaman and Nicobar is a
dip into luxury and comfort.
The spa offers unique
therapies specialised by
the western and eastern
holistic techniques. Also
available is a wide range
of rejuvenating treatments
such as massage, facial,
body scrub among others.
A visit to the resort is sure
to uplift your spirits

Vistara operates daily
flights to Port Blair
from Kolkata
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Wellness has evolved into a host of offerings
– beauty, spa and salon, physical fitness,
nature-therapy, diet and rejuvenation
to her rustic realms to gain physical
strength and spiritual atonement. These
gifts of India’s ancient past, relegated to
hidden nooks and corners, have today
evolved into a full throttle industry – the
wellness tourism industry.
Modernisation of an ancient
healing system
Choose between day wellness escapes
or extended wellness vacations, between
opulence unmeasured or health at an
affordable cost – there is something for
everyone. Yet the underlying objective
infuses life – a bodily, mental and
spiritual experience that leaves one
rejuvenated and relaxed.
Wellness
tourism is not mere medical tourism, nor

is it a pure-play luxury vacation with a
spa session thrown in.
Today, wellness has evolved into a
host of ‘health and wellness’ offerings
– beauty, spa and salon, physical
fitness camps, nature-therapy, diet
and slimming, simple rejuvenation
and alternate healing methods such as
AYUSH therapy (Ayurveda and herbal,
Homeopathy, Unani, Yoga, Siddha),
thermal and mineral and so on. Its face
is changing with modern players at the
cusp of diverse sectors. For example, a
combination of wellness and real estate
to deliver wellness-lifestyle real estate
is the latest trend being lapped up by
the industry.

odyssey
cover story

statistics
Here are some interesting
numbers by Global
Wellness Institute, an
international think-tank
that brings together leaders
and visionaries from private
and public sectors to
positively impact and shape
the future of the wellness
industry

$3.4

Trillion is the size of the
global wellness industry that
encompasses beauty, antiaging, wellness tourism, spa
industry among others

$494

Billion is the turnover of
the wellness industry as of
January 2016

$94

Billion is the size of spa
economy – a significant pie of
the global wellness industry
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A global era of wellness
tourism dawns
Manish Rai, a software professsional
from Bengaluru, recently took a break to
travel to Ananda Spa in the Himalayas.
“It was a break I wanted to take for years.
While all my earlier travels were focused
around must-see places, this time, I did
not want to step out of the spa. Instead,
I explored all the therapies on offer and it
was a rejuvenating experience,” Rai said.
Ironically however, Indian travellers like
Rai have been fairly recent explorers.
Wellness
tourism
has
emerged
commercially in the West. The Global
Wellness Institute (GWI) that acts as
the parent organisation for the global
wellness tourism congress defines
wellness tourism as ‘travel associated
with the pursuit of maintaining or
enhancing one’s personal well-being’.

The GWI, conducts routine researches
and surveys and periodically publishes
figures related to the wellness industry.
According the statistics on GWI website,
the size of the wellness industry is $ 3.4
trillion while wellness travel constitutes
S 494 billion of the industry pie.
Travellers are categorised as either
primary
or
secondary
wellness
travellers. If you take trips specifically
to maintain and improve your health,
you are the primary wellness client. On
the other hand, many travel enthusiasts
simply want to maintain their healthy
habits while on travel, or want to throw
in a dash of wellbeing to complement
business or pleasure travel, giving birth
to the secondary wellness traveller.
Either ways, there lies an opportunity
for wellness dealers to realise a bang

The bottom-line is that wellness travel leaves
the traveller with a unique refreshing experience
to be cherished for days to come

odyssey
cover story

Where should you
head for a wholesome
wellness immersion?
India offers a plethora of options
for the urban wellness traveller to
disconnect and revive
Healing in the Himalayan hamlet
Ananda Spa nurtures your inner
being in the midst of misty mounts of
the Himalayas. Along with Ayurvedic
and western spa therapies, its royal
luxurious feel shall keep you in awe.
Of course, specially curated sessions
based on your doshas or negative
energies make for the highest healing
powers that can unleash their magic
on you.
Vistara connect: New Delhi
Ayurveda to accentuate good health
Somatheeram Ayurvedic Resort
based in Kovalam, Kerala claims to be
the first to take Ayurvedic teachings
beyond India’s borders. A legacy of
20 years is taken ahead through its
breezy ocean feel and expertise in the
miracles of Ayurveda.
Vistara connect: Kochi
Get your body and mind tricked in Goa
And you thought Goa was just your
party hangout? Look again. For
Bio-Resurge Clinic in Goa is a wellness
retreat known for its unique 28-day
wellness/ fitness programme. The
programme aims at restoring body
health, naturally through workouts and
healthy eating.
Vistara connect: Goa
Relive the bliss of yesteryears with Yoga
Shreyas Yoga Retreat on the outskirts
of Bengaluru is the epitome of
luxury wellness. A sprawling 25 acre
lush green estate soothes the mind
while thoughtfully designed Yoga
programmes allow for complete
healing based on one’s needs.
Vistara connect: Bengaluru
Nirvana with nature’s power
Nimba Nature Cure Village,
Ahmedabad is renowned for its
naturopathy immersions. These,
combined with yoga, meditation,
western physiotherapy allow for an
all-round revival of body and mind.
Located about 45 km from Ahmedabad,
its campus beckons the naturefriendly. It caters to varied audiences
with its programmes such as stress
management and anti-aging.
Vistara connect: Ahmedabad
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for their buck. The bottom-line is that
wellness travel leaves the traveller
with a unique refreshing experience to
be cherished!
An industry sets off on a
growth trajectory
For the Indian markets, the sector had
been pegged as the next big growth
engine in the travel industry. A report
by the Stanford Research Institute
(SRI) International conducted back in
2013 touted India to be the probable
number one for growth in the next five
years, expected to clock over 20 per
cent gains annually through 2017. In
fact during the period 2012-2017, the

number of wellness tourism trips added
are expected to be amongst the highest
for India, estimated at a whopping 8.546.1 million (SRI). Thus, the opportunity
holds potential, true to the rich heritage
of holistic living that India holds close to
her heart.
Wellness travel unravels the hidden
treasure inside you. Unleash the
goodness within you, with this modern
traveller’s panacea. Embark on this
quest of looking deeper within, this
quest to forget momentarily, the daze of
daily life. Take a pledge to experience
your beauty, both within and without.
Take a journey to discover a new you!
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Sounds of

London
A music walk, an opera evening and a visit to Her
Majesty’s Theatre – there is more to London than its
famous landmarks
Words : Shyamola Khanna

T

here is more to London
than London Eye, Madame
Tussauds and a twirl around
the Trafalgar Square. How
about a music walk, an opera
evening or a visit to Her Majesty’s
Theatre to get a slice of music in
London's air? The pop-rock duo of Chas
& Dave or the energetic Jams may be
the most obvious connections one may
draw when thinking of music in London,
but the sound of the British capital is
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not just about a genre or a particular
form of music. Instead, it is a classic
amalgamation of the notes, culture,
history and the legacy of legendary
musicians who have proudly made
the city their home. Music in London
is thus an ever-evolving concoction,
without experiencing which, a visit to
the city is incomplete.
One of the most culturally-diverse
cities in the world, 30 per cent of
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Music in London is an ever-evolving
concoction, without experiencing which,
a visit to the city is incomplete
Best time to visit
March-April-May
is considered
the best time
to visit London.
During spring,
the temperatures
are mild and the
lush green parks
and gardens
create soothing
landscapes. Like
all European
cities, London is
also packed with
tourists during
December as it
attracts travellers
from across the
globe due to
festive season
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London's eight million residents are
born outside the UK – an aspect that
adds a unique distinction to London's
music culture. And this diversity is
visible as one embarks on a musical
journey across London's streets.
London and the history of blues is an
inseparable combination. Numerous
British blues bands began playing in
London in early 60s – the post World
War II era. In the emerging trend,
countless venues started playing the
music in the city. Today, London blues
gigs can be heard across the city
including dedicated venues and bars
such as Ain’t Nothin’ But… blues bar

in Soho, Shoreditch's Blues Kitchen
and O2 Arena. With numerous rock
concerts taking place in the city in
a year, London is one of the best
destinations in the world for rock
music. Some of the most legendary
rock bands such as Rolling Stones, The
Clash, The Libertines have referred to
London as their home. Not surprisingly
thus, the legacy of these bands is
evident on every weekend as the city
awakens to their music at clubs, arenas
and venues across streets. Some of
the best places to visit are the I Love
The '90s party at The Borderline,
Decadence, OneRepublic to name a few.
Rock concerts are also held at various

A

The O2
Arena in the
evening
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Music walk
Those wanting to go
light on pocket can go
tracking the history of
music and some of its
famous personalities.
Start off in Soho,
Central London. Walk
the streets and drink
in the atmosphere of
an area where some
of the most famous
bands and artists in the
world have performed.
Check out Ronnie
Scott’s legendary Jazz
Club, open since 1959,
or try The Borderline
in Leicester Square.

Next, head to Baker
Street and browse in
the London Beatles
Store for all the
very best Beatles
memorabilia –
posters, records,
collectibles and
autographs. Thinking
of starting music and
want to buy a guitar or
just do a bit of window
shopping? Stroll down
to Denmark Street,
which houses London’s
best collection of
guitar shops.
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From the likes of Rihanna and Beyonce to
the performances of the upcoming artistes,
London has it all
gig avenues like The Scala, Bush Hall,
The Barfly and O2. Check these places
on the internet for their current shows
because these concerts are typically
held over one or two days only. O2 is
well known for its country music shows
and the arena regularly hosts these.
Between October 28 and 30 is The
Blues Fest at the O2. On October 26,
Ben Harper and The Innocent Criminals
will be playing at O2 Academy Brixton.
For those who love jazz or experimental
music, Bar & Co at Temple Pier is a
great place to be. It is a craft moored
on the Thames with a seating capacity
of about 150. Cafe Oto, a large open
space behind Kingland high Street is
a great venue for experimental music
of sorts. You can explore options such
as free jazz, psych-rock at this venue.
Luna Lounge hosts a monthly music

evening even as Ryan's Bar, 181 Stoke
Newington Church Street has been
hosting experimental music events
over the past about 20 years. Vortex
Dalston 11 Gillett Square has recently
emerged as a strong profile towards
improving London's jazz scene. It was
founded by guitarist John Russell and
pianist and composer Chris Burn in
1991. Celebrate the best of jazz with
a dazzling extravaganza of concerts,
events and performances during EFG
London Jazz Festival which is being
celebrated between November 11- 20.
From massive concerts of the likes
of Rihanna and Beyonce to the
performances of the upcoming artistes,
London has it all for the performer as
well as for the audience – and that is
true even in case of off beat music. For
instance, some of the venues in London
offer great varieties of folk music. Places

B

Theatre Royal
Drury Lane

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel
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Music walk
Outside of Zone 1,
London still has much
to offer in its musical
heritage. In St Johns
Wood, North London,
you can find the worldfamous Abbey Road
zebra crossing, where
The Beatles famously
posed for their Abbey
Road album cover. Maybe
take a selfie there!

Looking for more
musical history, enter
one of the capital’s
most iconic music
venues, Oxford
Street’s 100 Club.
Walk into the store
HMV on Oxford Street,
which contains a
huge collection of
music CDs, DVDs and
merchandise alike.

Brook Street in Mayfair
is where the legendary
composer of the 17th
century George Friedric
Handel and guitar
impresario Jimi Hendrix
lived. Hendrix’s home
has been restored to
the state it was in when
he lived there in 1969.
Further, open to the
public in the day, Covent
Garden’s Royal Opera
House has cut price
tickets available at less
than £10
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such as Apple Tree on Mount Pleasant,
Betsey Trotwood on Farrington Road,
The Horseshoe at Clerkenwell Close and
the The King & Queen at Foley Street
are some of the places that can offer
great varieties of folk music from across
the globe.
For those who love opera, Andrew Lloyd
Webber's epic musical, The Phantom
of the Opera plays at Her Majesty's
Theatre. It tells the tale of a shadowy
character who attempts to make his
protégé the leading lady of the Paris
Opera. With a mesmerising score and
breathtaking special effects, this longrunning show is a must-see. A visit to the
theatre itself is memorable especially
if you love vintage architecture. Then,
when the curtains open, allow yourself
to be swept away by the swooping,
romantic musical score, the sumptuous
period costumes and the gothic splendor
of the candlelit sets. Culture vultures,
be assured that it is worth the expensive
tickets you buy. Queen's Theatre on
Shaftesbury Avenue is synonymous

C

West End,
London

D

A tribute
to Michael
Jackson –
Thriller joins
West End

D

Queen's Theatre on
Shaftesbury Avenue is
synonymous with Cameron
Mackintosh’s Les Misérables
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The Royal
Albert Hall
The Royal Albert Hall
on the northern edge
of South Kensington,
London holds the Proms
concerts annually each
summer since 1941.
Since its opening by
Queen Victoria in 1871,
leading artists from
across genres have
performed at the Royal
Albert Hall. One of the
UK's most treasured
buildings, the hall has
a capacity of over 5000
seats. Each year it hosts
more than 390 shows
in the main auditorium,
including classical,
rock and pop concerts,
ballet, opera, film
screenings with live
orchestra, sports, award
ceremonies, school
and community events,
charity performances
and banquets. About
400 events are held
each year in the nonauditorium spaces.
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Over 10 million people have fallen in love with
Mamma Mia! the ultimate feel-good show
with Cameron Mackintosh’s legendary
production Les Misérables, a global
stage sensation. Seen by more than 70
million people in 44 countries and in 22
languages around the globe, it is still
breaking box office records everywhere.
Another must-explore dimension of
London is its fun musicals like the 42nd
Street, School of Rock, Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory as well as the ever
wonderful Mamma Mia! where the songs
of ABBA have been immortalised. It is the
story of a mother, a daughter and three
possible fathers besides a trip down the
aisle you will never forget. More than
10 million people all around the world
have fallen in love with the characters,
story and the ABBA songs that make
Mamma Mia! the ultimate feel-good
show. A visit to West End, where the
journey of Mamma Mia! began has to
be a not-to-miss part of the itinerery.

Roald Dahl's classic tale Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory – is another musical
on-stage at the Theatre Royal Drury
Lane. Enter the chocolate garden, meet
the Oompa-Loompas and see the glass
lift fly through the starry night in this
award-winning musical brought to life
with clever stagecraft and incredible
sets. If you are a Michael Jackson fan,
then this one is for you. A musical tribute
to Michael Jackson and the Jackson five,
Thriller Live, joins London's West End
after three acclaimed UK tours and
standing ovations across Europe. Good
enough reason to celebrate the life of
world's undisputed King of Pop during
two hours of non-stop hits.
So the next time you fly to London, better
return with musical memories that will
remind you of not just frames but even
the melodies in London's air.

E

The Beatles'
wax figures
in Madame
Tussauds
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Horse

power
Long associated with royalty, horse racing has
forever been a celebration, a gathering of the rich
and the famous. And these five cities know it the best
Words : Mohona Banerjee

ormula one and Grand Prix
viewerships may be driving
television commercials across
the globe, but if there is one
form of racing that still has the
potential to draw thousands of spectators
to the grounds – it is horse racing. Long
associated with royalty, horse racing has
forever been a celebration, a gathering
of the rich and the famous. And as
the galore of fashion, celebration and
sporting spirit transitions from monsoon
to winter season, we visit cities that best
associate themselves with the fever.
CHENNAI
Dating back to 1777, the oldest
racecourse in India is in Chennai. The
Guindy Racecourse witnessed the birth
of horse racing in India. A 239-yearold establishment, the racecourse has
been a ground of royal patronage and
controversy. Soon after racing began in
1770s, it came to a sudden halt due to
the invasion by Hyder Ali, whose troops
were stationed within a striking distance
from Madras – as Chennai was then
known. Interestingly, racing at the club
was also halted during World War I.
The Madras Club – as it was established
back in 1896 – today houses about 593
horses, over 1000 club members, 16
trainers and 40 jockeys. Located both
in Chennai and Ooty, the club divides its
strength in accordance with the season.
The winter session from November to
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The Art of
Betting
Gambling has long
been considered a
tradition in horse
racing. Here is the
beginner’s guide to
betting:
One should be 18
and above to legally
participate in betting.
Between Totalisator
and Bookmaker, it is
better that a first timer
goes with the former
as it offers more
choice in terms of
investment with a hope
of returns.
The minimum bet on
any race with the
Totalisator is `10 only.
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March and the monsoon races from
August to October are held in Chennai
while the summer meet from April to
June is hosted in Ooty. Equine lovers
have always coveted the Madras club due
to their excellent breeding of powerful
thoroughbreds.
KOLKATA
If Chennai enjoys the privilege of having
the oldest racecourse in India, the Royal
Calcutta Turf Club (RCTC) reserves the
place of pride for organised racing in
India. Founded in 1847, it became the
premier horse racing organisation in
India during the British Raj. There a was
a time when it served as the governing
body for almost all courses in the
subcontinent and was also responsible

for hosting the largest sweepstake –
Calcutta Derby Sweeps – back in the
1930s. The history of this exclusive
equine club is rich. Races in Kolkata
– then referred to as Calcutta – were
always blessed with the presence of
the royal family members. In fact,
Queen Elizabeth II who on one occasion
presented her own trophy, continues to
donate one each winter. The capacity of
RCTC extends to house over 550 horses,
21 trainers, 28 jockeys, 18 apprentice
jockeys and 138 club members. Despite
the stands being open to the public,
membership to the club still remains
inaccessibly exclusive. Kolkata annually
hosts a winter meet from November to
April and a Monsoon meet from July to
October. The Calcutta Monsoon Derby,

Queen Elizabeth II, who on one occasion presented
her own trophy at RCTC, continues to donate
one each winter

A

Paddock at
the Royal
Calcutta
Turf Club.
(Inset) Artist
MF Husain
at RWITC,
Mumbai
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The Royal Western India
Turf Club (RWITC) of
Mumbai has a sense
of glamour which
overshadows the history
of the club
D

C

DID YOU
KNOW?
The Stud Book
Authority of
India (SBAI)
is responsible
for the
registration of
all thoroughbred
mares, stallions
and foals. It is
also responsible
for approving
the names for
racing horses.
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whose cup valuation stands a staggering `
6,60,85,000 takes place on October 1 and
is telecast live in Europe. This is arguably
the only derby in India that is watched with
keen interest by enthusiasts from across
the continent.
MUMBAI
The Royal Western India Turf Club (RWITC)
of Mumbai has a sense of glamour which
overshadows the history of the club. Be
it the presence of Bollywood stars or
artists such as late M F Hussain, tinsel

town’s racecourse often finds mentions in
headlines or spaces on page three columns.
Considered one of the most premier
clubs in the country, RWITC controls the
Mahalaxmi Racecourse in Mumbai as
well as the Pune Racecourse. What sets
RWITC apart from the rest is its inclusive
infrastructure. With over 1000 recorded
members, the club has several tiers which
provide ample opportunity for dedicated
horse-lovers to be members of the club.
RWTIC is responsible for few of the major
horse racing events in India. For instance,
the McDowell Signature Premiere Indian
Derby, the CN Wadia Gold Cup, the Eve
Champion Trophy, the Nanoli Stud Pune
Derby are a few of the prestigious races
hosted by the club. Also, while most of the
racecourses host regional classics, RWTIC
hosts the prestigious Indian Classics.
Housing over 1300 horses and around 75
jockeys, the club also uses its strength

B

Aerial view of
Mahalaxmi
Racecourse,
Mumbai

C

A touch of
fashion and
films adds
glamour to the
Mahalaxmi
Racecourse

Photo: Niyogi Books, from the book Horse Racing in India by Lynn Deas.
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a part of the RWITC and holding the
monsoon meet, the camaraderie
between horses and Pune goes beyond
the formalities of racing and clubs.

A relatively new establishment, Delhi
Race Club Ltd is slated to host Champion’s
Sprinter’s Cup on October 26
to aid the destitute. Proceeds of
dedicated races are often earmarked
to support charity or aid for natural
calamities such as earthquakes,
tsunami, floods.
The winter meet of RWITC lasts from
November to April in Mumbai while
neighbouring Pune holds the Monsoon
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meet from July to October. Some of
the prominent members of RWITC
are industrialists Cyrus Poonawalla,
Madhur Bajaj to name a few.
PUNE
The horse racing scene in Pune is
slightly different compared to other
cities in the country. Despite being

What sets Pune apart from the rest of
the cities is the ecosystem involving
horses and the enthusiasts. The old
racecourse located on the banks of
river Mutha was later shifted to the
cantonment areas in the city. The shift
enabled a participation of the military
community from the cantonment
during the races and favorably
introduced the horses to the underfoot
conditions peculiar to the Pune track.
The difference does not end there.
Pune places more importance on
proper breeding grounds for horses,
which has encouraged the growth of

A presence
of the elite:
Queen
Elizabeth
II at the
Mahalaxmi
Racecourse
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Racing
Parlance
Win: With a minimum
of `10, the bet should
be placed on the horse
that will finish first.
Place: With a minimum
of at least seven
horses racing, your
horse choice should
finish first or second.
Second Horse Pool
(SHP): The pool
operates only if
there are four or
more runners and
your choice should
place second.
Quinella: Your
designated choices
should place first
or second not
withstanding their
orders, but should
be the the first two
to make it to the
winning post.
Tanala: Similar
to Quinella, the
designated choices
should place first,
second and third
irrespective of
their order.
Jackpot: Before the
start of the first of the
five selected races,
you have to nominate
the winners of the five
races. If four of the
five wins, you will get
consolation dividends
if not the full winning.
Treble: Before the start
of the first nominated
treble pool race, you
have to nominate
winners of the three
selected races.
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Command and top military generals often
frequent the Racecourse during races as
well as special events.

What sets Pune apart
from the rest of the
cities is the ecosystem
involving horses and the
enthusiasts
stud farms in and around the city. Some of
the significant races at Pune Racecourse
include – S A Poonawalla Multi-Million,
Villoo C Poonawalla Gold Trophy, Gourmet
Renaissance Indian St Leger, Threptin
Fillies and Mares Stakes, Suresh Mahindra
Trophy, IGCC Trophy, Noshir and Dolly
Dhunjibhoy Sprint Million besides others.
Pune also hosts the Indian Army’s Southern

DELHI
Delhi Race Club Ltd is relatively new as
compared to other racecourses in the
country. Registered in 1940, the club and
its vicinity is synonymous with some of
the most powerful addresses in the Indian
establishment including the residence of
the Prime Minister, which, till about a few
days ago was Seven Racecourse Road.
Located in the heart of the capital, the
club conducts its racing following the
guidelines of the RWITC. It houses around
453 horses, 28 trainers, 40 jockeys,
754 ordinary members and 33 honorary
members. The racing season of the club
lasts from November to April which
concludes the winter meet and August to
December witnesses the monsoon meet.
Hosting few of the prestigious sweepstakes
like the President of India Cup, it is slated
to hold the Champion’s Sprinter’s Cup on
October 26.

D

Horses race
past the tote
board

E

A jockey at
the Pune
Racecourse
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Not just a

beer-fest

A keg of beer, a walk outside the tents for a look at the costume
parade, traditional mass, gun salute, concert and many other treats –
a visit to Munich during Oktoberfest is an experience of a lifetime
Words : Aroma Sah Anant

A

first-timer to the Munich
Oktoberfest arrives with
the dream of securing a
seat in the Schottenhamel
tent, shout “O’zapft is!” (It
is open!”) along with the mayor on the
festival’s opening Saturday and get one
of the first beers to do the rounds. I will
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never forget running out of my hotel
in Prague to catch the bus to Munich,
hoping to reach early and queue up
outside the tent for a seat. Chances
of getting one were slim – after all,
Oktoberfest attracts over six million
visitors every year and there are only
a hundred thousand seats to fill – but

*
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I wanted to be a part of the craziest
and the biggest beer-fest in the world,
nevertheless.

B

What is now an international
party, started in 1810 in
honour of the Bavarian Crown
Prince Ludwig’s marriage to
Princess Therese von SachsenHildburghausen
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What is now an international party
started in 1810 in honour of the Bavarian
Crown Prince Ludwig’s marriage
to Princess Therese von SachsenHildburghausen. Not surprisingly then,
traditional Oktoberfest celebrations
are more than simply glugging down
an entire litre of beer in one go to a
thundering applause from onlookers.
The beginning
The year the Crown Prince got married
to Princess Therese, festivities began
on October 12 and ended on October
17 with a horse race. Year after
year celebrations continued and the
Oktoberfest became a much-celebrated

A

Ghost train
and carrousel

B

Airbrau beer
garden

German tradition. However, the weather
in October was not always favourable
and the 16-day revelry was moved up to
September. Warmer nights, this time of
the year, allowed merry makers to take
a stroll over the fields or ‘Die Wiesn’
without getting chilly too soon. The days
are pleasant too, allowing local families
to turn up in beer gardens with their
picnic baskets and have their own little
celebration.
Despite this move up, the last
Oktoberfest weekend still fell in
October, in keeping with the tradition.
This year, though the celebrations
commenced on September 17, they
were slated to last until October 3 (a
German holiday) –– thus giving the
visitors one extra day to soak up all the
beer, food and fun.
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Music fest
There is more to
Oktoberfest than just
beer. For most of the
tents feature brass
bands that play a mix
of reworked chart hits
besides traditional
German Oompah
classics. Interestingly,
Armbrustschützenzelt
tent holds an annual
crossbow competition
besides serving great
varieties of pork dishes.

Trivia

The Oktoberfest Lost
and Found office is
a treasure-trove of
interesting articles
guests lose during
their visit to the
festival. Interestingly,
in 2013, which marks a
historic year in terms
of these collections,
a whopping 1056
passports, 520
wallets, 320 mobile
phones, 50 cameras
and over € 50,000
in cash.
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For adventure seekers, there is an
old-fashioned merry-go-round and a 12 m
high ferris wheel to hop on
Stay authentic
The Schottenhamel tent is the place to
be for the official opening ceremonies,
post which binge drinking begins.
Venture outside the tent and there
is so much more to do, including
white-knuckle rides and side shows.
If you haven’t had too much to drink
already then don’t miss the devil’s
wheel, the gigantic swing and the fastrunning toboggan.
Else there is an old-fashioned merrygo-round and a 12 m high ferris wheel
to hop on. When the adrenalinepumping rides and beer guzzling get a
bit too much and a break is in order,
head over to enjoy illusions and tricks
in the Schichtl Variety show. Whether
you understand German or not, the

physical humour and magic at this show
make a visit to this fun-act worth the
ticket of three Euros.
Like a local
Over the years, traditional Bavarian
costume has become quite a thing
among tourists. Dress the part in a
lederhosen (for men) or dirndl (for
women) and you immediately feel less
like a tourist and more a local. As the
day goes on, classic Deutsch songs are
played on loop in some tents. Once you
get familiar with the lyrics, sing along
with the band while swaying your stein
along with others on your table.
Relishing a hearty traditional German
fare is a good idea. Hendl (chicken),
Schweinsbraten (roast pork), Haxe

C

Munich
Tourist Office
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Tent Guide
There are 14 large tents and
various smaller ones - each
equally amazing and with their
own character and personality
to boast. Choosing the right
one can be tough but make an
apt decision and your German
experience becomes even
more worthwhile. Here are a
few key ones, pick your type:
Schottenhamel
Schottenhamel is the oldest
and most important tent (the
tapping of the first barrel
happens here) and also has
the largest seating capacity
of 10,000. The beer served
at the tent that dates back to
1867 is Spatenbräu.
Augustiner
Augustiner is the only tent
where beer is served from
large wooden barrels.
Everywhere else, it has
moved to steel. If you
are looking for a touristy
experience - traditional
costumes, Bavarian Oompah
bands - head over to Hofbräu
tent. The best part is you will
get served with a beer even if
you haven’t got a seat!

C
D

Ochsenbraterei
Ochsenbraterei (Spatenbräu
Festhalle) tent is where 70 to
90 oxen are consumed during
the duration of the festival.
Hippodrom
If you want to party with the
stars then Hippodrom is the
place to be. Last year, the
tent celebrated its 100th
anniversary of participating
in the Oktoberfest and the
50th anniversary of serving
Spaten beer. Popular figures
from the world of film, sports
and business are often
spotted here.
Schützen-Festzelt
There has to be a tent serving
old Bavarian specialities
such as Boeff Lamotte or
suckling pig. Find your way to
Schützen-Festzelt to indulge
into these delecacies.
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(knuckle of pork), Steckerlfisch (grilled
fish on a stick), Würstl (sausages) along
with pretzel, cheese noodles, potato
pancakes, Sauerkraut, Obatzda (a
fatty, spiced cheese-butter concoction)
and Weisswurst (a white sausage)
are served at the fest. A small and
cosy tent, Fischer-Vroni (Augustiner)
serves delicious grilled fish varieties
of sander, whitefish, and salmon trout.
Whether a first timer or regular,
Oktoberfest brings out the fun-loving

kid in you, with its amusement rides,
live bands, traditional costumes, cross
cultural milieu, dancing, and getting to
know fellow beer lovers while clinking
together overflowing mugs.
No wonder, these 16 days of pleasure
are marked most important in the
calendars of many around the world.
And if you were wondering, I never got
inside the ‘most important tent’ but had
an unforgettable time nonetheless.

C

Musical
parade at the
fest
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Outside the
augustiner
brau beer tent
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Where there is smoke,

there is flavour
There is something universally appealing about a whiff of fire in
our food. So today, smoking is not restricted to meats only. Cheese,
vegetables, fruits, yogurt, butter and even desserts are being smoked
Words: Mini Ribeiro

C

hef Saransh Goila smokes
the chicken and gravy for his
signature dish Goila Butter
Chicken
by
strategically
placing a piece of burning
coal. It is this interesting twist, which
renders the dish a huge popularity. Like
Goila, chefs are incorporating smoked
flavours to impart aroma to traditionally
prepared dishes. After all, there is
something universally appealing about a
whiff of fire in our food. Today, smoking
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is not restricted to meats only. Cheese,
vegetables, fruits, yogurt, butter and
even desserts are being smoked.
Gone are the days when smoking was
perceived and used as a method of
preservation only. After having made its
way into bars for smoking cocktails to
create heady flavours and aromas, it is
now a must-have technique in kitchens
for chefs. Chefs are in fact taking
smoking to next level by creating unique

palette
food

A

dishes and playing with ingredients.
Chef Saravanan Subramani, executive
Sous Chef, Sheraton Grand Bangalore
Hotel at Brigade Gateway reiterates the
popularity of smoking, “The process of
smoking imparts a distinct flavour to the
dish. It elevates and enhances the aroma
as well as the flavour.”

smoke
flavour tips
Let one ingredient that
you are smoking, be
the star or the lead
in that dish. Do not
attempt adding too
many flavours, like
marinades and sauces
Some spices have
their own smoky
flavours. Take for
instance cumin,
paprika, which can
be added to get the
desired flavour and
spice.
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Smoking Indian Flavours
Indian dishes are often cooked in the
tandoor and hence already have a
smoky flavour. However, chefs can still
enhance other dishes, using the smoking
techniques. Chef Subramani feels this
can be done with Indian curries and
gravies, with a combination of utilising
ingredients like clarified butter, desired
aromatic spices and a hot piece of
charcoal in a small bowl. The same is

then placed inside the cooking vessel
and covered to incorporate the desired
smoky flavour.
He further states, “Cloves and cardamom
can be utilised to add flavour to the
minced lamb meat before the kebabs
are prepared in galouti lamb kebabs
(prepared in Lucknowi style). Cinnamon
stick gives a great flavour to the kebabs in
maans ke sooley (prepared in Rajasthani
style). Dum ka murgh (Mughlai style
chicken gravy) gets its aromatic smoke
from mace.”
Meat, dairy and eggs are naturally suited
for smoking, but interestingly, vegetables
too can be smoked. Broccoli, cauliflower,
bell pepper, eggplant, zucchini are some
of the vegetables which can be smoked to

Broccoli, cauliflower, bell pepper, eggplant,
zucchini are some of the vegetables which
can be smoked to perfection

A

Cloves and
cardamom
can be used to
add flavour to
grilled lamb
kebabs
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Smoked
salmon fish
platter

C

Smoked
chicken pizza

C

Wood chips being used for smoking food
should be soaked for about 30-40 minutes and
drip-dried before being added to fire
perfection. Some chefs are even adding
fruits to their repertoire.
Angshuman Chakraborty, executive
chef, The Lalit, Mumbai agrees. “Any
cooked meat or veggies can be smoked.
There is no limit or rules applied to
smoking which is the inherent beauty
of this form of cooking. The modern
trend is to cook veggies with smoking
like the smoking of beetroot for a salad
with ricotta cheese,” he says.
Smoking Transcends
Boundaries
It is not as if smoking is used to
enhance the flavours of Indian food
alone. With smoking, some exciting
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flavours can be added to international
foods too. Smoked chicken pizzas, fresh
vegetables, smoked sea bass, honey
glazed lamb with smoked yogurt and
vegetables, wood-smoked cauliflower
and carrots with pistachio crunch are
some inimitable dishes.
Chefs unanimously opine that when
the surface of meat is softer, smoke is
able to penetrate the meat more deeply
and in effect impart a stronger smoky
flavour. Thus, sometimes the marinade
becomes crucial, even before the meat
is smoked.
Chakraborty is particular about the
smoking agents he uses. “New flavours

can be formed using applewood chips,
cedarwood chips and the traditional
bamboo chips. These flavourful woods
– which are the latest cooking trends
– lend their taste, aroma, body and
texture to the food items that are
cooked with them.”
It is recommended by chefs that the
wood chips being used for smoking
food should be soaked for about 30-40
minutes and drip-dried before being
added to fire.
The smoke generated by hot smoking
has a different flavour than one
generated by cold smoking even though
both are used by chefs. Cold smoking
flavours the food without actually
cooking it. Smoked salmon and bacon
are typical meats that are cold smoked.
Choosing the technique depends upon
the flavour profile a chef is looking for.
Chef Subramani adds, “For continental
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recipe
SMOKED VANILLA
ICE CREAM
Ingredients
One quarter heavy cream,
four cups of wood chips
soaked in water for half an
hour, vanilla ice cream

Method
Use 1/2 a cup of wood chips
and set the smoker to a
temperature of 150°F
Take a disposable aluminum
baking pan and fill half
of it with ice and water,
enough that the water nearly
covers the ice and does not
exceed it.
Simultaneously use a
smaller disposable baking
pan and settle it into the
ice bath.
Pour the heavy cream on the
smaller pan after the pans
have been placed on the
smoker
Maintain a low temperature
of the smoker for 90 minutes
to two hours.
Allow the cream to imbibe
the smoke till it develops a
smoky flavour. Stir cream
occasionally.
Refrigerate the cream in an
airtight container for an hour.
Blend smoked cream with
fresh cream and blend the
mixture to vanilla ice cream.
Allow it to sit for four to
five hours.
Serve with mint to balance
the smoky flavor.
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D

cuisine an apparatus called smoking
gun is utilised to impart the flavour to
the dish. With the help of this gun, the
smoking ingredient is ignited and the
smoke is then channelised into the dish
which is concealed to impart the desired
flavour.”
Desserts Too Can Be Smoked
Chefs have realised that smoke and sugar
are a great combination. Smoke adds a
dimension of flavour all its own, something
sweet and rich, but also pungent, which is
being maximised in innovative desserts.
Some chefs prefer using an open flame to
smoke while others rely on the blowtorch
or charcoal. Instead of smoking the
whole dessert, one can try smoking one
component of the dessert. Smoked vanilla
ice cream made with muscavado sugar
is a unique dessert where smoke acts as

an incredible flavour enhancer. Smoked
coconut cheesecake is another example
where the coconut is first smoked.
Fruits are a hugely popular choice when
it comes to smoking. “A poached apple,
if smoked with some cinnamon, can be a
great dessert,” Chakraborty adds. Chef
Subramani prefers serving brown-sugarsmoked tiramisu and smoked-chocolatemousse cigars at his hotel.
Smoking is clearly witnessing a
resurgence in kitchens as Chakraborty
sums up, “The textured feel of smoke
works on all senses of the guests. Smoked
food is beautiful to see, vivacious to
taste, raw and rustic in smell and the
texture feels incredible as it melts in the
mouth. Hence, smoked food has its own
appeal and is here to stay.”

D

When the
surface of
meat is softer,
smoke is able
to penetrate
the meat more
deeply
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Wall’s treat

India’s graffiti artists believe that unlike the West, where street art
is perceived as an expression of rebellion or political inclination, the
Indian population is open to accepting it as vibrant art form
Words: Prerona Basu

A

work of art to some while
an unbearable eyesore
to another, graffiti lies
precariously
in
that
grey area where the line
separating artistry from vandalism
is rather thin. Existing since time
immemorial, graffiti or large, striking
paintings in open public spaces are
not just adornments on unattractive
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brick walls, but also serve as a
key to unravel mysteries of lost
ancient civilisations as in the case
of cave paintings which survive from
Paleolithic ages. Decorating open
spaces with artwork is something we
humans have mastered over hundreds
of years. The fact that in recent times
it is often looked upon as an anarchic
act of property destruction which

comes with a risk of incarceration or
hefty fines has only imparted a hue of
volatile youthful rebellion to this form
of street art.
Here is a probe into the current
graffiti scenario in four major Indian
metropolitan cities and an exploration
of what inspires and drives these
renegade artists to paint the walls.
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New Delhi-based
artists Zine and
Dizy believe
that hip-hop
and street art
are connected
because of their
no-holds-barred
characteristic
A

quick
facts
Khirki village in New
Delhi is an example
of how walls have
become canvases for
Indian and overseas
artists. While so far,
there has been no
trend of wall owners
charging artists, a
growing popularity
of graffiti may soon
usher in this trend
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New Delhi
Artist Zine associates his art with hip hop
music and believes that listening to rap
songs from the 90s has had a tremendous
influence on him. He categorises his
style as “wild” which defies limitations
and cherishes the colourful journey he
has undertaken with the ever-evolving
letter forms that develop from new-age
typography and calligraphy practices.
Ever since 11-year-old Zine wrote his
name on an electrical post, he experienced
a thrill which has lasted till now. Always
looking forward to incorporate new
elements in his artworks, he prefers
working after obtaining legal permissions
because that way he gets the required
time and space to add intricate details to
his creativity.
Delhi-based Kajal Singh aka Dizy is a
dancer, blogger, painter and a graffiti
artist, all rolled into one. Much like Zine,
her love for hip hop translated into her
flair for graffiti as both these forms of
arts operated with a “no-rules” policy.
Her reason for having the eccentric

moniker Dizy is simple – she believes that
being India’s first graffiti girl was crazy in
itself and so having a name which loosely
translates to ‘crazy’ was apt for her. And if
it was the no-holds-barred characteristic
of street art that attracted her to graffiti,
what encouraged her to continue is the
fact that unlike other countries – where
graffiti is considered a menace – Indians
are extremely fond of bright colours and
have been very receptive to street art.
Pune
Mechanical engineer Kartikey Sharma
decided to turn into a graffiti artist
because he firmly believed he had to
love what he did. Kartikey’s career took
a flight when he was recorded painting a
huge wall for over 14 hours and there has
been no looking back ever since. After
recognising the powerful democratic
exposure which street graffiti provided,
he started painting open walls
and writing positive, cause-driven
messages on them. Be it “celebrating
life” painted near a hospital in Viman
Nagar or “we-take-responsibility-in-

A

Dizy’s
works
on Delhi
walls
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projects as well. “Graffiti is a poem the
city writes to itself” – he firmly believes.

C

quick facts
Graffiti is illegal
in India if carried
out without the
permission of the
owner of wall.
Graffiti is painted
in aerosol medium
using sprays.
Interior manufacturer
Greenply entered
Limca Book by
creating largest
graffiti in
Kolkata in 2012.
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Engineer-turned-graffiti artist
from Pune, Kartikey Sharma is
inspired by the fact that street art
receives a wider audience than
artwork confined to the four walls
of an art gallery
B

Zake’s work
on Mumbai
walls

C

Kartikey
Sharma’s
work

our-hands” flashed on a wall at Shivaji
Nagar, Kartikey always has something
inspirational to offer to his audience.
His fine talent has provided him with
clients from the corporate sector. He has
doodled on various interior decoration

“Like all artists, I started my journey
through a canvas. But I was not satisfied
with the viewership the artworks
received. I thought art was for everybody
and not just for ones in air-conditioned
art galleries. The thought of putting my
art on a public platform and enjoying
more and more people watching it drove
me and connected me towards city
walls,” he says.
Instead of planning his paintings, Kartikey
lets the vibe of the chosen location decide
the hidden story that his graffiti would
carry. He allows life to take precedence
over art when it come to making aesthetic
decisions. When asked about what he
intends to do in future, he comes up with
a rather uncomplicated answer – make
wall graffiti a trend.
Mumbai
Artists from Mumbai love to paint graffiti
on city’s walls because they believe the
people residing there have already

Palette
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been conditioned into seeing
colourful movie posters on every
visible open space and that itself
makes them receptive to street
art. Stak2 who has been heavily
influenced by Australian and
European graffiti artists, believes
the real motivation which drives
his art is his interest in complex
historical and social significances.
In his own words, he restricts his
styling from being “too crazy”
and looks forward to continuing
sketching
fresh
paintings.
Another well-known graffiti artist
from Mumbai, Zake describes his
style as “new school wildstyle”.
He firmly believes that graffiti is
his “true calling on this planet” as
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it offers him an artistic solution to
deal with everyday crisis.
Kolkata
SamSam from Kolkata is counted
among the few women graffiti
artists of contemporary India.
She credits insomnia and “terrible
music” as the primary inspirations
of her artworks. She delves into
her life’s lessons and translates
them into street art with the help
of fictional characters. Kolkata
also houses Snik who has studied
art at a reputed institute in
London but prefers painting in
India because he believes that
unlike the West where it is looked
upon as crude vandalism, political

propaganda
or
commercial
advertisement, graffiti has been
a well-accepted part of Kolkata’s
culture for decades.
His career as a graffiti artist
began after studying hip hop,
keenly observing the graffiti
culture of Australia and examining
the life forces surrounding him
for inspiration and creative
stimulation. In simple words,
he lets the location inspire him
instead of searching wall to wall
for the perfect graffiti spot. The
graffiti he made at Patuli, Kolkata,
took him three days to complete
and Snik believes it is one of his
best works till date.

D

SamSam’s
wall mural
in Kolkata
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Diwali delights
Festive seasons are a true delight. The company of loved ones
only gets better with exotic, well thought-out gifts

Cupcake Mania
Sweets for Diwali are old hats. Gift the
old with a new spin by replacing the
mithai with decadent cupcakes made of
familiar flavours of kaju and caramel.
Order delicious treats for loved-ones
online.
Price: `1,500 onward
Availability: www.wishacupcake.com

Jewellery Jaunt

God of Small Things

Divine Fragrance
It is imperative to present your loved
ones the best of things and you cannot
compromise on fragrance. Artisanal
perfumes and organic essential oils will
make perfect Diwali hampers.
Price: `450 onward
Availability: www.maroma.com

Make a stylish decor statement by gifting
opulent assorted idols of Lord Ganesha
and Goddess Lakshmi. Frazer and Haws
have an excellent collection and gifting
holy figurines during Diwali is considered
auspicious. The brand also offers a
collection of beautiful sterling silver
tea kettle which comes
with its own burner.
The limited edition
kettle has elaborate
craftsmanship and
detailed motifs
which makes it an
ideal Diwali gift.
Price: On
request
Availability:
Frazer and Haws
showrooms in
Delhi and Mumbai

Jewellery has a language of its own
and Diwali is a great time to engage
that. Entice Jewellery brings a range
of rich, Indian heritage designs with
a contemporary twist, which makes it
perfect for festive and every-day wear.
Price: On request
Availability: Entice boutiques in
Bengaluru, Jaipur, New Delhi, Mumbai

Mirror Magic
Exotic wall mirrors from IDUS with
silver foil wooden frames make for
stunning and dynamic additions to the
in-house decor. The mirrors lend a
vibrancy to the festive ambiance.
Price: On request
Availability: 10/57, Kirti Nagar
Industrial Area, New Delhi
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High Spirits

Jewellery Box

Vacations come in all forms
but holiday in a bottle is
perhaps the best of all. Four
Season’s signature wine is
available in limited edition
this Diwali. With 1200 bottles
each for few selected cities,
the meticulously handcrafted
wine will bring about the
festive cheer.

You can never have enough of good
things and just in case you do you will
need one of those special boxes to lock
away the goodies. Handcrafted jewellery
boxes make a thoughtful gift and Diwali
is an excellent time to make the gesture.

Price: `1,500
Availability: Bangalore,
Mumbai, Pune, Kolkata,
Arunachal Pradesh, Andaman
and Nicobar Islands.

Body Delights
The best way to get into the mood
of any festival is to treat yourself
and your loved ones with a head
to toe pampering of the best kind.
Body Shop has dedicated hampers
to take care of all the pampering
you want to gift wrap.
Price: `3,150 onward
Availability: www.thebodyshop.in

Price: `699
Availability: www.pepperfry.com

luxury gift hamper
When all fails, it is always
the hamper that comes to the
rescue. Neatly packed with every
imaginable decadent delights there
is no better way to make your
loved one feel special. Also you can
customise the hamper according to
the festive mood.
PRICE: `2,500 onward
Availability: Vivanta by Taj, NCR

Bearer of Leather
Leather is a gift that survives time
and these Bareskin shoes for men
are made of legendary aesthetics
with a mix of pure welt and metal
cut designs. The shoes will keep
your loved ones light on their feet
for a long time.
Price: `2,199 onward
Availability: www.voganow.com
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Empress of
melody
Renowned Hindustani classical
music singer Shubha Mudgal is an
equally popular Indian pop musician
Words: Mohona Banerjee

S

Photo Courtesy: Musicscapes by Shobha Deepak Singh

hubha Mudgal has been trained by
some of the finest musicians and
musicologists in India including
scholar-musician-composer
Pandit
Ramashreya Jha “Ramrang”. Born in
a musically dedicated family, she also received
guidance from Pt Vinaya Chandra Maudgalya
and Pt Vasant Thakar. Later, she learnt stylistic
techniques from maestros Pt Jitendra Abhisheki
and Pt Kumar Gandharva. A versatile performer,
she was trained in thumri by Naina Devi. The
curator of Serendipity Arts Festival to be held in
Goa this December, the legendary singer shares
her views on how music affects the growth of a
child, lends tips to young musicians and how she
manages diversity in her music.
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lifeline
Shubha spent the
earlier days of her life
in Allahabad. After
finishing school, she
attended St Mary’s
Convent Inter College.
Her artistic-minded
parents sent Shubha and
her sister to a dance
class to learn Kathak.
Shubha moved to the
National Capital after
completing intercollege and enrolled
at Delhi University for
undergraduate studies.
She continued her
musical education under
the founder of Gandharva
Mahavidyalaya, Pt Vinay
Chandra Maudgalya.
It was in the 80s that
she started performing
as a Hindustani classical
singer and gained
reputation as a talented
vocalist. She started
experimenting with other
forms of music, including
pop and fusion varieties
in the 90s.

What is it like being a woman in the
music industry?
I was brought up in a home with strong,
independent women including my mother
and maternal grandmother. Perhaps that is
why I have never thought of or confronted
challenges specific to women musicians. I
must point out that I am not a part of the
music industry per se because the term
‘industry’ can be applied to people working
with mainstream Hindi film music. I am not
a film music specialist and therefore, in a
sense, I am a freelance musician working
with Indian classical and popular music.
Having said that, I must mention that I
am a first generation professional woman
musician as no other woman in my family
was a professional musician before me. And
my study of music and finally making a fulltime commitment to music was possible only
because of the unconditional support and

encouragement I received from my parents.
Learning music as a leisure time hobby is
different from a full time commitment to it
and opting to earn a livelihood from musicmaking. It is the active and unstinting
encouragement of my parents and family
that helped me decide that music was my
calling. However, I can’t say that I faced any
specific gender based challenges in my life
as a professional musician. Issues of safety,
exploitation and patriarchy are common to
women working in all spheres and are not
specific to the world of music alone.
You have been involved with the Central
Advisory Board of Education (CABE).
How do you feel music affects the growth
of a child and should music classes be
made an integral part of education?
I believe that a really vibrant arts
education programme must be made
an integral part of mainstream school

Learning music as a leisure time hobby is quite
different from making a full time commitment
to it, and opting to earn a livelihood from it
84 | Vistara | October 2016
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Performing
at the Music
In The Park
concert in
New Delhi
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Goa is a favourite
haunt for me. I
spend several days
in Goa every year
delivering public
lectures on Indian
music and in the
process, I was able
to learn a little
more about Goa, its
beautiful locations
and spaces, its
arts and art-loving
people
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education for every child. In fact, a
recommendation to this effect has
been pending with CABE since 2006 or
thereabouts. While some efforts have
been made to implement the same, a
robust arts education programme still
remains a distant dream. A child should
have the opportunity to engage with the
arts, not just music alone and the rich and
magnificent diversity of Indian arts would
make an arts education programme
enriching for every child. However, to
be able to involve kids in arts, pedagogy,
curriculum, syllabi, resources would all
have to be worked upon and reviewed to
make the arts accessible and attractive.
Tell us more about the Serendipity
Arts Festival in Goa and does seaside
inspire your creativity? If yes, how?
I have been invited to curate some music
events for Serendipity Arts Festival in
Goa this December. My co-curator is

musician-composer Ranjit Barot. The
festival has two curators for each of the
multiple arts it intends to showcase. For
me, this is a rare opportunity to leave
aside my usual role as a performer and be
a curator instead. As a keen listener and
someone who has worked as a curator
in the past, this gives me an opportunity
to work with new themes and ideas for
presentation and production.
Goa is a favourite haunt for me. I was
fortunate that Goa University awarded me
the position of Nana Shirgaokar Visiting
Research Professor for three years. This
meant that I spent several days in Goa
every year delivering public lectures
on Indian music. In the process, I was
able to learn a little more about Goa, its
beautiful locations, its arts and art-loving
people. I am happy that the Serendipity
Arts Festival is being conducted in Goa,
showcasing multiple art forms.

B

Goa will
host the
Serendipity
Arts Festival
this December
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Do you design your performance
according to the crowd, especially if
it is abroad?
Not really. Sometimes, I select
repertoire for a specific theme if the
event demands such a selection. For
example, I would sing Kabir verses at a
Kabir Festival or malhars at a Malhar
Festival. I don’t take my audiences for
granted. Listeners at overseas events
and non-Indian listeners are often
highly discerning and knowledgeable
about Hindustani music so taking it for
granted would be ill-advised.
Most of your popular songs are
on the hit list of DJs and feature
in discos. What is your opinion
regarding the genre of club music?
I think club music is a valid and
popular form of music and while I am
no specialist in this form, it has its own
listenership. I have worked on some
occasions with DJs and EDM artistes
and find them welcoming all forms
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of music in their work. I appreciate
their openness in this regard and have
enjoyed my interaction with them.
How did you manage the transition
from classical to popular music?
I didn’t have to manage anything at all!
I only did my job which was to sing and
to enjoy myself. I was under no pressure
to interact with popular music but I have
always been open to working with other
forms and disciplines. So when I sang
and recorded popular music, I did so
voluntarily and enjoyed the experience.
If at all these tracks became successful,
it was due to the wonderful listeners who
appreciated the music made not just
by me but by the music team including
accomplished lyricists, composers,
arrangers and musicians.
Your range and adaptability is
legendary. How does one manage
such diversity in music?
Once again, I can’t take any credit

for myself. The music of India is so
diverse that any student of music,
including myself, is left with no option
but to celebrate its diversity. I consider
myself fortunate to be an Indian and an
Indian musician because diversity and
plurality are such a significant part of
Indian culture and society.
Any tips for young musicians...
I would hesitate to offer advice to
the brilliant young musicians of our
country. All I would say is that I am
a good listener, follow their work
and will be cheering for them at
every turn.
What do you do apart from music to
rejuvenate your creativity?
I try and enjoy life to the fullest with
my family and friends and indulge in
my many weaknesses which include
food, reading, traveling, collecting
saris, fountain pens and the many
beautiful crafts of India.
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The vocalist
being felicitated
by the Limca
Book of Records
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Performing
at Bharat
Bhavan during
Uttar Pradesh
Festival in
Bhopal

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Biblio halls

of fame
If you thought that reading was reduced
to ebooks, think again. For these
mesmerising libraries from across the
world are bound to recreate the magic
of reading printed books
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Seattle public Library
Established in 1890, the Seattle Public
Library housed about 9,30,000 books as
of 2011. Some of its special collections
include oral history collection, an aviation
history collection, genealogy records and
historical documents about Seattle. Its 26
branches consist of one million catalogued
physical items including books, CDs and
DVDs. The impressive large glass building
is built in harmony with the skyline of
Seattle and townscape of the city

Vistara’s interline
partners — Air France,
All Nippon, British
Airways, Finnair, Japan
Airlines and KLM — fly to
Seattle in the US
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Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Strahov monastery Library, Prague
With 2,00,000-odd prints mostly from between the 16th and 18th century, 3000
manuscripts and 1500 first prints, Strahov Monastery Library hosts the precious
Strahov Evangeliary from the 9th century with Romanesque and Gothic decoration.
It has two splendid halls – the Theological Hall, with ornate baroque stuccowork
and the Philosophical Hall, which has floor-to-ceiling walnut shelving
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Vistara’s interline partners —
Air France, All Nippon, British
Airways, Finnair, Japan Airlines
and KLM — fly to Prague in
Czech Republic

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Morgan Library and
Museum, new york
A complex of buildings in steel and glass panels in the heart of New
York City, the Morgan Library and Museum began as the private
library of financier Pierpont Morgan, one of the pre-eminent collectors
and cultural benefactors. Opened to the public in 1924, today it is a
museum, independent research library, music venue, architectural
landmark and historic site. The library’s immense holdings include
music and historical manuscripts, rare materials, Renaissance
paintings, early printed books and much more
Vistara’s interline partners — Air France,
All Nippon, British Airways, Finnair, Japan
Airlines, KLM and Singapore Airlines — fly
to New York in the US
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State Library of Victoria, Melbourne
The State Library of Victoria is located in Melbourne. With a collection of over
two million books and 16,000 serials, the central library also holds the diaries
of Melbourne’s founders, John Batman and John Pascoe Fawkner besides
the folios of Captain James Cook. It also houses the original armour of Ned
Kelly, a bushranger and one of Australia’s greatest folk heroes. Refurbished
between 1990 and 2004, it has a number of exhibition spaces
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Vistara’s interline partners
— Air France, All Nippon,
British Airways, Finnair, Japan
Airlines, KLM and Singapore
Airlines — fly to Melbourne in
Australia through

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Boston Public
Library
The third largest library
in the US, BPL holds 23
million items encompassing
books, DVDs, CDs, maps,
music scores, microfilm,
manuscripts, prints. In
the year 2014, the library
organised over 10,000
programs, all free to the
public, and lent 3.7 million
materials. Its two buildings
are architectural gems
with the older one being
a Renaissance revival
masterpiece.

Vistara’s interline
partners — Air France,
British Airways, Finnair,
Japan Airlines, KLM and
Singapore Airlines — fly to
Boston in the US

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

national library of
sejong city
Designed with the motif of a book
page being turned over, it has
become the landmark of the city
since it opened in 2013. Built over
four storeys and two basements,
the library houses reading rooms,
conference halls and a dining area.
The rooftop terrace offers natural
landscape views of the area

Vistara’s interline partners —
Air France, All Nippon, British
Airways, Finnair, Japan
Airlines, KLM and Singapore
Airlines — fly to Sejong in
South Korea
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the stuttgart city library
The white wonder opened in 2011 and attracted more than 1,000,000
visitors in a year. It has inverted ziggurat reading room and rotating
photovoltaic roof panels. The five-storey main reading room has a
collection of quality literature, including fiction in 25 different languages.
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Vistara’s interline partners — Air
France, All Nippon, British Airways,
Finnair, Hahn Air, Japan Airlines,
Kenya Airways, KLM and Singapore
Airlines — fly to Stuttgart in Germany

Kaleidoscope
photo frames
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Austrian National
Library, vienna
The largest library in
Austria, with 7.4 million
items is located in the
Hofburg Palace in Vienna.
Originally called HofBibliothek the change to
the current name occurred
in 1920. The complex - in
baroque style with gold,
marble and stucco work
blend together - houses
four museums

Vistara’s interline
partners — Air
France, British
Airways, Finnair,
Japan Airlines, Kenya
Airlines and KLM —
fly to Vienna in Austria
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Fabulous festive
fervour and fusion
Goa’s wave of communal harmony, religious tolerance and peace and tranquil makes it a perfect
hub for tourists to get consumed into the culture and cuisine that revolve around the festive fervour

G

oa is a land of sand, sun and sea
with feasts and festivals of all
communities entwined into one big
secular fabric. As the rains retreat
and the sun shines brightly, the
curtains are raised on a volley of feasts and
festivals for three months before the year ends.
Most of the feasts and festivals during the last
quarter of the year are unique to the State and
are a must see for all! The month of October is
packed with religious events that take place all
across the State.
The Colva Fama
This unique and solemn occasion is celebrated
at the 400-year-old Our Lady of Merces Church,
Colva where thousands of pilgrims throng to
venerate the statue of Infant Jesus. This is
held on the second Monday in October every
year. Devotees seek the blessings of Menino
(Infant) Jesus which is brought down from the
crypt to the altar after which it is kept for public
veneration till late night. It is an occasion where
special blessings are invoked on infants and

children and offerings made for favours granted.
This year the Fama is on10th October.
Narkasur Parades
To mark the commencement of the festival
of light and end of evil and darkness, on the
eve of Diwali, the narkasurs (demon effigies)
are paraded on the streets. Thereafter, they
are reduced to ash. Many competitions are
organised and prizes are awarded. This life
size effigies of the narkasurs are designed days
before the festivities and both young and old
engage in the pain staking job of constructing
the effigies that dance on the streets on the eve
of Diwali. Narkasur Parades are organised at
Panaji – the capital city of Goa, Margao, Mapusa,
Vasco and Ponda, and are attended in large
numbers. This year the parades are scheduled
on 28th October, and are a must see for all the
tourists.
Diwali
Diwali in Goa is celebrated with much fervour
and enthusiasm as in the rest of the country.

The cities and villages are decked up colourfully
and makes the state look picturesque at night. A
lot of festive shopping offers add more fun and
tourists enjoy the festivity and partake in the
religious events at temples scattered across the
State. One must visit Goa during Diwali to enjoy
the colour and lights that dazzle! Earlier on, Goa
also celebrates Navratri and Dussehra with as
much gala and gaiety.
Tripurari Purnima
Goa marks the end of Diwali in a very unique
way. It celebrates the Tripurari Purnima, which
falls on a full moon night during the Karthik
month, according to the traditional Hindu
calendar. This year it falls on 14th November and
has been declared as a state festival. As a part of
its effort to promote local fairs and festivals, Goa
Tourism Development Corporation (GTDC) is
assisting the Dipawali Utsav Samittee, Vithalapur
Sanquelim to celebrate this occasion. The boat
contest is one of the main highlights of the
festival and draws a large number of spectators
and participants from all over. The boats are
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miniature replicas of actual ships, while
others are traditional crafts mostly
made of thermacol and cardboard. This
colorfully lit up scene forms a visual treat
for the large numbers gathered.
International Film Festival India
Goa is a permanent venue for the 10 day
film festival - IFFI and has over the last
one decade brought glamour and glitz to
Goa. This year it will be celebrating the
45th edition of IFFI in the State and is
expected to be an extravagant event. Film
producers, directors, actors and actresses,
from Hollywood and Bollywood will
descend in Goa to celebrate silver screen’s
best achievements and performances.
Movie fans from India and abroad throng
to Goa to be a part of this festival.
Zatras
Zatras are special Hindu temple feasts
celebrated all over Goa, but in a grand
manner at the temples of Mangueshi,
Nagueshi, Ramnathi, Shantadurga and
Shirgao to name a few. These zatras
are held in November and one can get
a glimpse of the Hindu traditions and
customs that revolve around them.
Tourists can experience the riot of colours,
costumes, customs and cuisine that is a
feast for the eyes.
Feast of St Francis Xavier, Old Goa
The feast of St Francis Xavier is celebrated
every year on 3rd December. It is
celebrated by all religious communities.
St. Francis Xavier is the patron saint of
Goa and is revered throughout the world.
Every 10 years his body is exposed for the
public to see and venerate. The novenas
of this saint are held before the feast and
every day large crowds come for these
novenas from all over Goa. One can also
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take an opportunity to visit the Old Goa
complex - UNESCO World Heritage Site,
and see heritage monuments that are
unique to Goa.
Christmas
Christmas is celebrated with a lot of
solemnity and gaiety on 25th December
and people from all walks of life partake
in the celebrations. A unique sight during
Christmas are the cribs constructed in
wetlands, water bodies, along highways,
farms and outdoors that are exquisitely
presented depicting the nativity of Baby
Jesus. Special Goan sweets are prepared
and confectionaries are abuzz with
activity in December. While in Goa, one
must attend musical events, Christmas
programmes and other family events held
during this time. Do plan your itineraries in
advance to avoid disappointment as Goa
is packed at this time of the year.
Other festivals to watch out for
Vintage Bike and Car festival 2016 is
being organised by Goa Tourism for
the first time on October 1 in the capital
city – Panjim. Vintage bike/car collectors
and users and those from vintage bike/
car museums will be participating in this
one day event. While the cars will be taken
out in a rally in Panjim, they will later be
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exhibited at the INOX Courtyard. Goa
Tourism plans to make this an annual
event. So also, the Poderanchem (Bakers)
fest at Socorro Village is scheduled from
October 1-3, 2016.
Goa is hosting a Bird
Festival from 11th to
13th of November,
2016 with the
main objective of
celebrating the State’s
Avifaunal biodiversity. The State has
reported as many as 432 species of
birds that inhabit its forests, wetlands
and coastal habitats. Almost 100 birding
hotspots have been identified where
significant species diversity has been
recorded. Bondla is the main venue of
the festival. The participants are taken on
conducted nature/bird watching trails in
Bondla and Bhagwan Mahaveer Wildlife
Sanctuaries and National Park on the first
2 days. The third day will involve visits to
birding sites at Carambolim and Salim Ali
Bird Sanctuary, Chorao. Soak in the sun,
sway to the music, chant to the mantras
and hymns and savour Goan festive food.
Be in Goa and Celebrate with Goa!

1 View of Zatra
celebration
A traditional
Hindu Festival
in Goa
2 View of
mesmerising
peacock decor
at International
Film Festival of
India in Goa
3 View of
Narkasur
Parade in Goa
4 View of Tripurari
Purnima Boat
Festival in Goa

For More information and booking
Call: +(91) - (832) - 2438830/31
Email: reservations@goa-tourism.com
Online: www.goa-tourism.com
officialgoatourism
TourismGoa

To download the app

kaleidoscope
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71 YEARS
OF THE

UN
October
Trivia

United Nations
Headquarters in
New York
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The United Nations (UN) was founded
71 years ago on October 24, 1945.
Replacing its predecessor, the League of
Nations, which was created by the Treaty
of Versailles in 1919 and disbanded in
1946, UN was the second multipurpose
organisation the creation of which was
aimed at ensuring international peace and
security. Formed in San Francisco, the UN
had a total of 51 members at the time of
inception. Today its strength stands at a
staggering 193 countries – all pledged to
the purpose of avoiding mass destruction
and death as witnessed in the first two
World Wars.
Today, the head office of the UN is situated
in Manhattan, New York and it also has

October 1, 1908
Ford Motor Company’s Model T, which
went on to become the first affordable
automobile for the middle class
American, went on sale on October 1,
1908. Moving away from individual
hand crafting, Ford Motors effectively
reduced production cost by introducing
assembly line fabrication and costefficient composition.

regional offices in Geneva, Nairobi and
Vienna. Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish are the official
languages of the UN.
Founded with the objective to maintain
international peace and security, promote
human rights, foster social and economic
development, protect environment and
provide humanitarian aid in case of
natural disasters and armed conflicts, the
UN peacekeeping forces today monitor
16 conflict situations across the globe. In
fact, according to government figures, over
2,30,000 Indian troops have participated
in 50 of the 71 UN peacekeeping operations
till date. Ban Ki-moon is presently the
Secretary General of the UN.

October 15. 1844
German philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche whose works had a profound
influence on western philosophy and
contemporary noetic history, was born on
October 15, 1844. His nihilistic faith which
led to controversial predictions in late 1800s
is considered a turning point for cultural
criticism. Succumbing to mental illness he
passed away on August 25, 1900.

kaleidoscope
tarot

Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Seemingly irrational and creative ideas should be
examined thoroughly. Your increased sensitivity
magnifies and exaggerates emotions. You are likely to
feel positive by doing good for someone in this month.
Try to avoid arguments with partner or elders.
Lucky Colour: Green

Be selfless and generous in all areas of your life. This
is the time to forgive and heal. You are highly aware
of your bond with the people you love, as well as with
neighbours and co-workers. Legal affairs you might
have been involved in may surface again.
Lucky Colour: Purple

taurus

virgo

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Your desire for change reaches a climax. You are taking
steps to implement changes you have been considering
for some time. And you have made significant progress
towards the same. Financially, October has the
potential to be rewarding. Romance may be shaky.
Lucky Colour: Red

You may feel insecure about the future but you rightly
know that changes have to be made. Increased
sensitivity magnifies and exaggerates emotions.
Nothing is stable right now, but that should not be a
matter of worry to you.
Lucky Colour: Silver

You persisted with events and influences that at
times appeared out of control. If you are adaptable
you will cruise through challenging situations
comfortably. Let go of old plans, expectations and
notions; or else stress may take a physical toll.
Lucky Colour: Violet

capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 19
You are likely to witness a transition which will place
you in a better position in your career as well as
personal life by the end of this month. You are likely
to be extremely perceptive which will go long way in
setting the course of future.
Lucky Colour: Peach

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

Don’t take your emotions too seriously. If you
deliberate too much upon them, you will cause damage
to yourself. Overlook slights and let things pass without
snap. This may take place in every area of your life –
spiritual, emotional and material.
Lucky Colour: Yellow

Devote your time and energy to the needs of your
family and community. You are likely to be in a better
financial situation through the month. Relationships
and friends made in this period will go long way in the
years to come.
Lucky Colours: Grey & Black

cancer

scorpio

June 21 - July 22
Romance is strong this month, but you must remain
realistic. It is time for self-examination, especially
that the mentally stimulating period has just ended.
Relationships and friendships will go through a testing
time this month and need to be handled with care.
Lucky Colour: Orange

Oct 23 - Nov 21
You need to learn to take things with a pinch of salt.
Cooperation, tact, patience, tolerance and forgiveness
are the keywords to make this month pleasant and
successful. Do not interfere in family arguments
and quarrels.
Lucky Colours: Beige & Fawn

Your most powerful asset right now is your instinct
that is picking up vibrations which escape others’
attention. Your relationship with co-workers may
remain fragile, but this is largely due to your
enhanced sensitivity.
Lucky Colours: Dark Brown and Coffee

pisces

Feb 19 - Mar 20
There is a lot of adjustment that has to be done, not
only for your self, but also for people close to you.
Let go of the past and prepare for the new times to
come. People are important and learn to bridge gaps
and forge new relationships for a better future.
Lucky Colour: Neon Blue

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the predictions by tarot
card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of your past, present and possible
future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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M I R A C L ES O F

NUMEROLOGY
Honoured to receive Global Achievers Award
by his excellency Shri. T.P Seetharam, the
Ambassador of India to UAE in Dubai, (Jan2016)

In the bollywood glam-city awarded with
Savvy honours woman 2016 from the hands of
Dharmendra and Poonam Dhillon.

Received the 'Pride of India' award by the
hands of The Ex Chief Minister of Delhi, Smt.
Sheila Dixit in april 2016.

‘Titled Indian Nostradamus’ for her precise
political predictions, since 2001 for our
country.

Sandhiya Mehta is a Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand
who represents success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She
has expanded the numerological field with her research and knowledge, and with
advanced experiences has helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide
them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come
alive.
With an aura
au of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of
what many dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this
journey has helped and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead
better lives, has received dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna
award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila
Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence
award and many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the
ages of people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up
all the calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your
life, and stay prepared for them.“To a person who seeks success, my system will
bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who are already
successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success
and introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to
be better in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult
and help you empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination and each combination is
different, hence they have only certain types of energy and lack other ones. This is
what makes us human, that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My
exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to
determine what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the
missing energies to suit to your dreams and ambitions. With my years or research
and extremely positive results, I help these missing energies in your graph. Its like
providing nutrition to a body, by way of simple remedies and self improvement
improveme
tools that I have developed by myself.
The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop
then influences your further generations too.’
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about
disappointments and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form
a trio of these energies. But I see them powerful steroids, to be handled carefully.
Then I will channelize it to positive planning and maximise your fortune’s profits.
Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life
li and, learn through 4
& 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower
with 4 & 8.

Spotlight: what is my remedy?
My remedy is a tool I have devised to balance your energies in your birth
graph. By Precisely studying the effect of each energy, and its powers we can
efficiently develop the missing energies and help you get successful results.
Its not an overnight change, nothing is a miracle, but I will guide you to work
on your missing energies, in return for you to create your own miracle. The
universe is balanced, hence if you want to gain something you will have to
lose something, in this case we will help you lose your negativities, and help
you stay positive, strong and successful.

SANDHIYA MEHHTA

Numerologist and
Vastu consultant with
activated Third Eye

Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support
of your fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very
powerful numbers and should get magnanimous success as per individual
calculations, but if you are still struggling and have faced certain problems you
should try and understand your state of energies and detangle the web, to create
a free path for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have to empower these combinations in
our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which makes us exemplary
individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society, help
someone in need who looks unto you.
My advice
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to
understand yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you
forward.” I provide you this knowledge about yourself, though numerology.
Knowledge about finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years,
things that help you have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra,
fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who
has to foresee the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution
Meh
that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s
remedy system, and we will work on your energies
and align them in the right direction
Get going with My success road
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the
way.” If you believe in yourself and the universe let me just show you a direction,
you yourself will lead on the right path and achieve the results within no desired
time. I have received tremendous positive feedbacks to have faith in the universe
myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide
them and provide them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful,
ever-glorious and a good part of our society & I continue to achieve results with
all my clients."- Sandhiya Mehhta.

Are you aware about your Past, present and future?

The only Successful Numerologist, to have devised
Self-Help remedies for your fortune for your
prosperity, growth and sustainable success.
For any further personalised details about yourself or your family, children,
guidelines to positive living, numerological analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA
MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools, write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
Delhi: +91-9654483695
co
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
Follow us for daily predictions:

@SandhiyaMehta

RISE AND SHINE.

Sandhiya.Mehhta

business
mantra

Patent truth
As businesses allot massive budgets to R&D, it is equally
important to ensure that the developed technology is patented
and protected with copyrights
Words : Mohona Banerjee

I

magine this –– if fire was patented and
every time someone lit fire, then the
first man to invent the spark booked
royalty. His successors would have sold
the patent rights and booked profits any
time an invention around fire was recorded.
Thankfully enough, commerce, competition
and consumer –– the driving factors behind
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invention –– were yet to be discovered when
man invented fire. But today, that is not the
case as invention comes at a cost and more
importantly, gains and profits. So even as
businesses –– small or big –– allot massive
budgets to research and development, it
is equally important to invest time as well
as money in ensuring that the developed

business
mantra

In India, the
Office of the
Controller
General of
Patents,
Designs and
Trade Marks
(CGPDTM)
located in
Mumbai, is
responsible for
all intellectual
properties

Patent
benefits

technology is patented and protected
with copyrights.

Exclusive rights: Patents
provide exclusive rights
which allow businesses to
use and exploit the invention
for 20 years

World Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO) defines patent as –– an “exclusive
right granted for an invention which is a
product or a process that provides, in
general, a new way of doing something
or offers a new technical solution to a
problem.” According to the organisation,
which is one of the 17 recognised agencies
of the United Nations (UN), the patent
owner has the exclusive right to prevent or
stop others from commercially exploiting
the patented invention. In other words,
patent protection means that the invention
cannot be commercially made, used,
distributed, imported or sold by others
without the patent owner’s consent.

Strong market position:
Holders can prevent
others from commercially
using your patented
invention, thereby reducing
competition and establishing
themselves in the market as
pre-eminent players

Higher returns on
investments: Having
invested a considerable
amount of money and time
in developing innovative
products, businesses can
commercialise the inventions
thus enabling higher returns
on investments
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The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights –– of the World
Trade Organisation (WTO), also referred
to as the TRIPS Agreement brought IPR
into legal framework for the first time in

1994. According to TRIPS agreement,
the availability of patents, especially
inventions in fields of technology to all
WTO member states is non-negotiable.
Though patent rights vary from country to
country, a minimum 20 years of protection
is granted to patents all over the world.
It may look like a complicated procedure,
but to exclusively and legally own one’s
invention is a rather straightforward
affair. Filing a written application at the
relevant patent office is the first step to
licit privilege. In India, the Office of the
Controller General of Patents, Designs
and Trade Marks (CGPDTM) located in
Mumbai, is responsible for all intellectual
properties. The Indian Patent Office,
which is administered by CGPDTM, has
four distinct territorial jurisdictions in
metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata and Chennai.
The processing of a patent application
is a multi-stage process. It involves

business
mantra

Patent
benefits

Opportunity to license or sell
the invention: The inventor
may sell it or licence the
rights to commercialise it
to another enterprise which
can be a source of income

Increase in negotiating
power: If your business is
in the process of acquiring
the rights to use patents
of another enterprise,
your patent portfolio will
enhance bargaining power

Positive image for your
enterprise: Business
partners, investors
and shareholders may
perceive patent portfolios
as a demonstration of the
high level of expertise.
This may prove useful for
raising funds
(Source WIPO)
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A major argument in support of filing patents
for inventions is that it allows small time
inventors to hold rights of paternity
electronic data processing, screening and
classification,
examination,
pre-grant
opposition, grant or refusal and publication.
The procedure involves agencies such as the
Examiner of Patents, Controller of Patents,
applicant and also, the general public. For
a patent to be granted, it should be novel,
subliminal and useful. The cost of patent
varies from one jurisdiction to the other
and depends on the type and complexity
of the invention. If one does not want to
bear the expense of a patent, there are two
alternatives. One is that they can publish a
detailed statement of a new invention, thus
establishing a prior act which effectively
prevents any possibility of patenting in
the future. The second alternative is trade
secret that allows the possessor to keep
information confidential through non
disclosure agreements and employment

law. However, this method is susceptible
to confidentiality breaches and corporate
espionage.
One of the major arguments in support
of filing patents for inventions is that
it allows small-time inventors who can
afford the procedures of rights of paternity
to become licensors and concentrate on
creativity rather than being bothered about
marketing and monetising the discovery.
In fact, it facilitates a neat profit from the
entire scheme. By patenting, one allows the
public a full disclosure of the innovation
which facilitates the purpose of common
good. Also, patenting serves as an incentive
leading to financially effective research and
development. But all is not well in Patentville.
The problems attached with patent and the
entire process are that despite governmental

business
mantra

Patentables

Art, process, method or
manner of manufacture
Machine, apparatus or
other articles
Substances produced by
manufacturing
Computer software
which has technical
application to industry or
is used with hardware
Product patent for food
/ chemical / medicines
or drugs
(Source www.patentindia.org)

litigations and memorandums, there is an
inevitable nepotism in the procedure.
Over time, statistics have shown
that the highest number of patenting
rights have been awarded to institutes
that have better repute in terms of
academia. This has generally led to an
irregular and discrepant distribution of
awards, especially in fields of critical
new technologies. For instance, there
is justified perception amongst experts
that patents are more easily awarded
to software technologies as opposed to
researches in biotechnology.
The irregularities have often resulted
in internal fissures which have led to
breaches of business ethics. Take for
instance, the number of awards received
by Microsoft was two in 1991. This jumped
to 206 in 1997. Interestingly, conflicts
over patents were also displayed in the
famous Microsoft vs Stac Electronics case
which the former reportedly lost. In fact,
in the aftermath of the case, Microsoft
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founder Bill Gates made it a prerogative
to patent every discovery made by
the company.
The other factor that works against
patenting is the substantial cost of patent
filing and litigations. This leads to smaller
companies who lack extensive fiscal
resources be dominated by companies
with better financial resources. This gives
rise to a cannibalistic ecosystem which is
detrimental to healthy competition and
more importantly the spirit of innovation.
Protracted patent litigation becomes a
do-or-die scenario as is demonstrated by
numerous cases in tribunals.
But arguments against patenting apart,
the benefits of the process weigh
more than the aberrations. And given
the commercial forces that shape
the dynamics of innovations, patent
is a milestone every enterprise must
achieve to ensure monetisation of
their innovation.
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Humbled and recharged
The environment at Vistara has been abuzz with all things truly overwhelming

community through two recent events as
part of the Tata Volunteering Week 2016.

W

e are riding, humbled
and charged, on the
recent appreciation our
customers
bestowed
on us. Vistara won
accolades one after the other, taking the
count to four in less than two months!
Vistara made it to the list of Top 25 of
India’s Most Promising Brands 2016
compiled by the World Consulting and
Research Corporation. We were also
awarded as the Best New Entrant
(Domestic) by the Air Passengers
Association of India (APAI), apart from
also being tagged the ‘most loved airline’
by the leading global air travel review
website, Skytrax. All this was possible
under phenomenal leadership, and so
our CEO, Phee Teik Yeoh was adjudged
the Best Professional in Aviation 2016
by Safari India and the Pacific Travel
Writers Association.
Excitement never ceases in the world of
Vistara. Our high-octane brand campaign
created ripples across the media and
continues to make lasting impressions on
millions of Indians. We hope you enjoyed
the heart-warming campaign featuring
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our brand ambassador and one of India’s
most loved actors Deepika Padukone,
expressing her delight in flying ‘the new
feeling’ with Vistara.
With the festive holiday season just
around the corner, we bring to you yet
another option of an enchanting vacation
off the Indian mainland. Vistara launched
flights to its 18th destination, Port Blair,
on September 30 promising that the
merriment begins even before you touch
down the Andamans! To cater to the
growing demand, we recently ramped
up our services to and from the cities of
Kolkata and Bagdogra. Our 12th aircraft
VT-TTM is the latest addition to our
fleet that supports us in the expanded
network, and we can’t already wait for
our 13th aircraft to land next month!
Reaping the rewards of flying the ‘new
feeling’ with Vistara now gets a lot
faster and bigger each time. Our freshly
spruced-up loyalty programme, Club
Vistara, is the fastest and the most
rewarding frequent flyer program for
the Indian skies. We are delighted to
have had the opportunity to serve our

Volunteers from Vistara accompanied 23
children from the Salaam Baalak Trust,
our NGO partner, for a visit to our catering
unit, TajSats. The educational visit was
facilitated with a view to introduce these
beautiful children to the aviation and
hospitality sector, and for them to enjoy a
sumptuous meal. Vistara colleagues also
participated in a blood donation camp
organised at Tata Advanced Systems.
To round up updates from the world of
Vistara, we were featured in the ‘Top 10
international internship stories of the year’
in a publication of the National University
of Singapore (NUS).

Volunteers
from Vistara
accompanied 23
children from
our NGO partner
Salaam Baalak
Trust, for a visit to
our catering unit,
TajSats. (R) India’s
Most Promising
Brands 2016 trophy
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising
spirit, blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable
experience and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business
Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back
and comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your seat,
with enough room for small items like
your glasses, a gadget or a book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so that
you reach your destination feeling
rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage
Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy Class
customers are
entitled to one item of
cabin baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag not
exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly with us
in our exclusive Premium Economy
section. With up to 20 per cent more
legroom for each seat, enjoy the
increased sense of well-being that
comes with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed and
tested seat bottom cushions for
improved comfort, winged headrests
and long armrests allow for further
relaxation on your journeys with us.

Economy
Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort. Your
comfort is our priority, that is why we
have taken special care to style the
seats to further maximise knee
and legroom.

vistara
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Meals & Dining
Aboard our flights, be taken on an
exciting gastronomic adventure
when you partake of the innovative
culinary selections which our
experts have specially developed
for your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst the
clouds with the use of fine linen and
bone china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a range
of beverages, all served by our
engaging cabin crew. Customers
with specific dietary requirements
can select from a wide range of
special meals, which are available
for booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Flight Schedule
Origin
Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency
14

Delhi to Ahmedabad

14

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

Delhi to Bagdogra

14

Bagdogra to Guwahati

7

Bengaluru to Delhi

20

Delhi to Bengaluru

13

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

Bhubaneshwar to Delhi

12

Delhi to Bhubaneshwar

12

Chandigarh to Delhi
Delhi to Chandigarh

Goa to Delhi

Delhi to Goa

Days of Operations

1015

Daily

UK 968

2115

2300

Daily

UK 959

0640

0810

Daily

UK 969

1920

2045

Daily

UK 977

1550

1805

Daily

UK 745

1005

1225

Daily

UK 741

1255

1510

Daily

UK 745

1255

1400

Daily

UK 868

0630

0910

123456

UK 797

1110

1350

Daily

UK 836

2050

2340

Daily

UK 811

0740

1030

123456

UK 813

1720

2005

Daily

UK 850

2155

2335

Daily

UK 983

0845

1100

12345

UK 760

2130

2355

Daily

0605

0810

12345

1845

2055

Daily

7

UK 879

1520

1620

Daily

7

UK 830

1335

1435

Daily

UK 856

1215

1500

67

16

16

Mumbai to Goa

4

Hyderabad to Delhi

Arrival

0845

UK 709

4

Delhi to Guwahati

Departure

UK 950

UK 781

Goa to Mumbai

Guwahati to Delhi

Flight No.

14
7

14

UK 862

1425

1705

Daily

UK 8481

1920

2200

Daily

UK 859

0900

1140

67

UK 847

1110

1350

Daily

UK 8671

1605

1845

Daily

UK 902

1325

1445

1567

UK 820

1145

1250

1567

UK 867

1245

1510

Daily

UK 969

1505

1735

Daily

UK 868

0955

1210

Daily

UK 830

1000

1210

123456

UK 830

1035

1255

7

UK 870

1955

2205

Daily

UK 829

0655

0905

123456

Delhi to Hyderabad

14

UK 829

0745

0955

7

UK 879

1710

1920

Daily

Kochi to Delhi

7

UK 824

1840

2155

Daily

Delhi to Kochi

7

UK 885

1445

1755

Daily

Kochi to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1550

1745

Daily

Mumbai to Kochi

7

UK 995

1310

1520

Daily
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Origin

Weekly Frequency

Kolkata to Bengaluru

14

Bengaluru to Kolkata

14

Kolkata to Delhi

20

Delhi to Kolkata

20

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 8373

0700

0940

Daily

3

UK 897

1650

1935

Daily

UK 8383

1020

1250

Daily

UK 8983

2030

2300

Daily

UK 720

0655

0925

Daily

UK 778

1010

1235

123456

UK 7122

2035

2305

Daily

UK 747

0720

0930

123456

UK 7232

1740

1955

Daily

UK 719

1930

2150

Daily

3

Daily

Kolkata to Guwahati

7

UK 838

1320

1430

Guwahati to Kolkata

7

UK 8973

1440

1600

Daily

Kolkata to Port Blair

7

UK 747

1015

1230

Daily

Port Blair to Kolkata

7

UK 778

1325

1540

Daily

Lucknow to Delhi

7

UK 933

1320

1430

Daily

Delhi to Lucknow

7

UK 970

1140

1245

Daily

UK 930

0730

0935

123456

UK 970

0850

1100

Daily

UK 994

1025

1240

12345

Mumbai to Delhi

51

Delhi to Mumbai

58

UK 944

1420

1630

12345

UK 902

1535

1745

Daily

UK 996

1830

2035

Daily

UK 940

1925

2140

Daily

UK 988

2040

2245

Daily

UK 975

0555

0805

123456

UK 943

0735

0940

12345

UK 963

0845

1115

Daily

UK 995

1020

1225

Daily

UK 983

1140

1340

12345

UK 933

1510

1720

Daily

UK 993

1730

1945

Daily

UK 977

1910

2110

Daily
Daily

UK 981

2120

2325

Pune to Delhi

7

UK 992

2015

2215

Daily

Delhi to Pune

7

UK 991

1720

1930

Daily

Srinagar to Delhi

7

UK 799

1050

1215

Daily

Jammu to Srinagar

7

UK 799

0920

1015

Daily

Delhi to Jammu

7

Delhi to Varanasi

4

Varanasi to Delhi

4

From 13th October

1

Flight No.

Till 12th October

2

UK 799

0715

0840

Daily

UK 994

1320

1445

25

UK 713

1320

1445

67

UK 813

1520

1645

2567

From 18th October

3

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice
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Highlights
at a Glance What’s new?
Fastest Earn & Redemption

The fastest
rewarding frequent
flyer program is
here!
Tailored for the trendsetters and
the boardroom high fliers, the all
new Club Vistara is the Fastest
Rewarding Frequent Flyer Program
(FFP) in the sky.
Club Vistara rewards CV Points on the basis of fare value and
not miles flown. With Club Vistara, earn CV Points on every
rupee you spend. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you:

•

Fastest Earn — 8 CV Points per
`100 spent

•

Fastest Redemption — Award flights
from 2,000 CV Points

•

Fastest Cabin Upgrade — Upgrade
Awards from 500 Points

lifestyle benefits
•

Airline and non-airline partners

•

Guaranteed reservation 48 hour prior

•

Priority boarding and baggage handling

•

Increased baggage allowance

•

Complimentary cabin upgrade and lounge
access vouchers for friends and family

•

Exclusive meet and greet service for
Platinum Tier

Additional benefits
•

Faster Elite Tier Qualification

•

As a Club Vistara member, you earn CV Points beyond a flight
ticket through our airline and co-brand partners.

Priority Checkin, Priority Waitlist
Clearance, Priority Airport Standby

•

Earn exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

Vistara Lounge Access for CV Platinum
and Gold

•

Exclusive offers designed only for you

Fastest Earn Fastest Redemption
Faster Tier Upgrade

How to join

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:

•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew and also earn
CV Points for the current flight.
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Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.
To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.

vistara
experience

Club Vistara Tiers
faster elite tier qualification

Tier evaluation process

• Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster.
Refer the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

• Validity of your tier
CV Silver, CV Gold & CV Platinum is valid for 12 months
from the month of upgrade/renewal
CV Base membership does not have an expiry.

Flights
required for
Upgrade

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

30

CV Platinum

35000

40

or

• Tier upgrade and Renewal
Your CV account shall be evaluated daily for upgrades.

20

Privileges & Benefits

Once renewed or upgraded, your tier will not be
downgraded for the next 12 months.

Base

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier Points

8 CV Points

9 CV Points

10 CV Points

11 CV Points

✓

✓

✓

✓

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class
Priority Airport Check-in

PEY Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

Access to Partner Lounges
for members

✓

✓

Priority Baggage handling

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

5

Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

✓

Meet & Greet Service
✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

Access and management of your account online

✓

✓

✓

✓

Dedicated Club Vistara helpline

✓

✓

✓

✓

Earning points at Club Vistara
Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
There are two kinds of points that are credited to your account — Tier points and CV Points

Tier Points

Club Vistara points

Members get Tier Points when they fly on
any Vistara flights. Tier points are used
for evaluation towards CV Tier which is
continuously evaluated on a 12 month rolling
basis. The more you collect by flying with
us and our partners the higher you’ll move
through the tiers.

A member earns CV Points when they
fly on any Vistara flight and/ or with
our partners when they use their
services. CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight and
can be are used for redemption of
Award Flights & Upgrade Awards.
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Tier

CV Points per 100 INR spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara
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Partnerships
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are
not flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more
choices to earn and redeem CV Points

Airline Partners
Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.
With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being
the preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with
them allows you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.

Earning and Redeeming Club
Vistara points with partners
Earn Club Vistara (CV) points with every swipe
through Axis Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

Singapore Airlines

Silk Air

Redemption Of Club Vistara Points
With redemption of Award Flights starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500
CV Points, Club Vistara offers you the fastest redemption in the industry. Once you have accumulated
enough CV Points, you can redeem them for Vistara Award flights and Vistara Upgrade Awards

Vistara Award Flights

Online Redemption of Club Vistara points

You can redeem your CV Points online for Vistara Award flights
by following the below easy steps:

Redeem CV Points for Vistara Award Flights with ease.
Simply log onto your CV account on www.airvistara.com
and visit the Redeem Now section.

•

Log onto the www.airvistara.com with your CV
membership ID.

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button under the ‘Club Vistara’ tab
on the home page.

•

Submit the required information on the ‘Redeem Award
Flight’ page to redeem your award flight.

•

You can also book your Award Flight by calling our CSC at
+91 120 6699901/02.

Vistara Upgrade Rewards
You can redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin
class by calling our Customer Service Centre at
+91 120 6699901/02 or contacting our Airport
Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

Special Inaugural Offers

Exclusive offers and special privileges that have been tailormade for Club Vistara members

•

Enroll with Club Vistara and earn 1000 CV Points on your first flight.

•

Earn 250 CV Points on website and Mobile Check-in.

•

Earn 250 CV Points on website and mobile app bookings.

•

Earn 2X Bonus CV Points on all sectors & flights till 31st October 2016.
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For more information, please contact our Customer
Service Centre (CSC) at +91 120 6699901/02 or visit our
website www.airvistara.com or write to us at contactus@
clubvistara.com
You could even contact our in-flight crew for details about
the program.
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Get exclusive
benefits even after
your flight
Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your boarding
pass within seven days of your travel at our partner brands and
enjoy exciting offers

Rent a Car

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive).
Use Promo Code:
MVO500.
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`500 off on Carzonrent
(premium chauffeur drive
service) for outstation
booking. Use Promo Code:
CVO500.

Travel and Experience

Experience
the heritage
of Old Delhi
like never
before with an
exclusive 20%
discount.

Get an exclusive 10% off on
Imagica Theme Park & Water
Park tickets at Imagica.

Dining

hospitality

Flat 20% on purchases made at
Vaango, only at T3 Delhi.
Buy any package for buffet dinner
(food, food+soft beverages,
food+alcoholic beverages) and get
one complimentary at Friday Seafood
Nights dinner buffet at Spectra. On the
Weekend Bhoj at Diya. On Saturday,
a guest can choose any package and
get one complimentary. At Lungo
Pranzo Dominica at Zanotta, guests
can choose any package and get
another complimentary on Saturdays.
Guest can choose from any treatment/
massage and one complimentary.

Exclusives offers on coffee,
sandwiches, muffins and
croissants, only at T3 Delhi.

Dining offer: 10% flat discount
on food and soft beverages
only at F&B outlets (Buzz,
Swirl & Deli).
Buy a beer-burger combo for `449.
*Taxes exclusive (domestic beer). Get a
free* appetiser on purchase of an entree
(appetiser to be similar or lesser value).
Buy one, get one beer (domestic beer).
Get 2 margaritas or 2 beers+1 starter +2
main course+1 dessert for `1,999. *All
Inclusive. Offer valid across all outlets in
Delhi, Chandigarh and Kolkata.
Terms and conditions apply.

15% off on food bill.

Flat 20% on purchases
at Foodstreet,
only at T3 Delhi.

Buy any pizza worth `350 and
get breadsticks free worth
`116, only at T3 Delhi.

Complimentary upgrade to
the next room category* on
presenting the boarding pass
Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*
*Terms and conditions apply.

Avail 10%* off on the best available
rate along with free wi-fi. Use
Promo Code: ZMUP10V on booking
at gingerhotels.com. Avail offer by
calling 1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel.
*Terms and conditions apply.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at KFC on a
transaction of `400 and
above, only at T3 Delhi.
20% off on body massages, suites
and villas and beverages at the
bar on all days before 7 pm.

Black & White
GUWAHATI ASSAM

Medium Chai free
across all Chai Point outlets.

10% flat discount on food and soft
beverages only at F&B outlets
(Seven,
Umami
& octave
) at Taj
Reverse
Black
& White
Guwahati, Assam.

Enjoy a packageof 2 pints
of select beers + 1 select
appetiser @ `399+taxes
or 1 pitcher of select beer
+ 2 select appetisers @
`799+taxes. Terms and
conditions apply.

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Health and Wellness

20% off on best available rate.
Use Promo Code: ZUSP20VIST to
book Lemon Tree Premier, Lemon
Tree Hotels and Red Fox Hotels.
Book at www.lemontreehotels.
com. Offer includes 20% off on
F&B (Republic of Noodles as per
restaurant availabilty), free wi-fi,
buffet breakfast.

Reverse Colour
Flat 15% discount on
all the services.

ASSAM
Avail an GUWAHATI
exclusive
40%
discount on 60/90 min spa
therapy.

Exclusive 36% off on any
spa service.

Standard Colour

Retail Shopping

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complimentary plantation
safari, birding and nature
tours as well as access to the
golf course.

GUWAHATI ASSAM

5% off on
transactions of
`10,000 and above.
Offer applicable
only at
www.croma.com
Use Promo Code:
VISTCROM.

Flat 10% off on
entire range of
drinks, books
and souvenirs
category at
Delhi, Mumbai
and Bangalaore
airport stores.
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Get 5% off on a
minimum purchase
of `10,000. 10%
off on a minimum
purchase of `20,000.
Offer valid across all
airport stores only.
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General Notes :
Fonts will not be supplied with this artwork. All colours specified are from the Pantone© Matching System unless otherwise stated. The colours on this print-out are not accurate and are intended to be used as a guide only. Do not use for matching purposes unless otherwise stated.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this artwork, Foley Designs Pvt. Ltd., shall not be responsible for any errors or ommissions in the artwork, which has been accepted by the client.

For more information please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

Get 5% off on a minimum
purchase of `5,000.
10% off on a minimum
purchase of `10,000.
Offer valid across all
airport stores only.

Get a room upgrade to the next
level, 10% discount on the usage of
the spa facilities and 10% discount
on food and soft beverages at the
restaurants* at Taj Bengal.
*Terms and conditions apply.

*Terms & conditions apply
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